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PAPERS
- Abstracts -

MUTUAL LIAISONS BETWEEN LARGE SCALE
ENTERPRISES AND CAREERC CENTRES
GEORG HORACEK
Senior Vice President, Human Resources, OMV, Austria
georg.horacek@omv.com

ABSTRACT
Career Centers are a very important link between students/graduates and
companies as a costumer
Main targets are recruiting of graduates, understanding values and attitudes
of graduates and understanding the educational level to be expected European education environment is very complex and difficult to follow up
even for big companies(f.e. MBA "scene")and Bologna process has not
really reached companies yet
Less importance towards internships? There is a "Tsunami" on applications
anyway.
Career Centers and their role on pre-selection for companies
(formal/informal, Career Centers to a certain aspect might be compared
with HR consultants).
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THE BOC STORY. A SUCCESSFUL EXAMPLE OF
A SPIN-OFF FROM THE UNIVERSITY OF VIENNA
FOCUS: HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGEMENT
AND SKILL MANAGEMENT WITHIN B.O.C.
GROUP
ROBERT STROBL
Managing Director & Team Leader Competence Team Process & Strategy
Management of B.O.C. Unternehmensberatung, Austria
robert.strobl@boc-at.com

ABSTRACT
The BOC Management Office, which includes ADONIS, ADOscore,
ADOit, and ADOlog is a family of products that were developed in house,
for theintegrated management of business processes, strategy,
products/services, organizational structures, and IT.
In 2005 BOC, Information Technologies Consulting AG was launched in
Vienna, thereafter the group established itself as an international consulting
and software house with currently over 140 employees. The BOC Group
markets and supports its products globally through a combination of their
own resources, complemented by a network of business partners. BOC
Unternehmensberatung GmbH, Vienna is responsible for the Austrian
market, as well as the neighbouring CEE countries. Within BOC
Unternehmensberatung, competent consultants as well as IT-staff for
customizing ADONIS are deeply engaged within projects of major
Austrian and CEE industry leaders.
The presentation focuses on the aspects of Human Resources Management
and Skill Management within BOC Group. A demonstration of the diverse
possible career paths and skill levels in business consulting and solutions
consulting will be given. Furthermore the different cooperations to EUbases educational programs, universities and other educational institutions
will be given.
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THE MODERNISATION OF EU INSTITUTIONS
SELECTION PROCEDURES
HUW DAVIES
Head of Communication, European Personnel Selection Office, Brussels
Huw.DAVIES@ec.europa.eu

ABSTRACT
This presentation aims to update you on how we have introduced




much quicker competitions with fewer steps in the procedure
an annual cycle of competitions for the most common job
profiles
competency-based testing

It will also include information on the types of candidates we aim to attract
and the new marketing strategies used to reach them."
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“CAREER EU-SHOP” ONE-STOP-SERVICECAREER-GUIDANCE-SHOP FOR EUROPE
GREGORY MAKRIDES
Project Coordinator, Director of Research and International
Relations at the University of Cyprus, Greece
makrides.g@ucy.ac.cy

ABSTRACT
The objective of this project is to provide career counselors in the
European Union with a common framework of best career counselling
servises, methods and practices in public and private institutions and
authorities and to provide a training programme for career counsellors.
These good practices were the basis for designing a platform for
networking and sharing between one-stop services shops designed to
operate in European towns for the service of citizens from age15 to the age
of senior citizens.
The platform will provide limited access to the general public and
organized access to its members who will be operating a one-stop-service
shop.
In the presentation we will show the structure of the model and how the
platform of sharing information will be operating.
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MODELS AND STRATEGIES OF CAREER
CENTER AT THURINGIAN H.E.L. IN GERMANY
FEATURES AND SERVICE
FRANK MARCH
Director of Leonardo office, Ilmeau University of Technology, Germany
frank.march@tu-ilmenau.de

ABSTRACT
Thuringian universities started some years ago to build up career service
centres to widen the offers from a HEI in the competition of universities
and Fachhochschulen (Universities of Applied Sciences) in Germany. Such
career services are currently not in the absolute focus of universities but
latest development and the situation of competition on the field of
universities and the influence of Bologna process with an easy access and
mobility between the HEIs increased the motivation to follow this model.
So there are some initiatives to offer career service mainly in field of
training activities for the labour market and the preparation for the
individual professional career. Caused by the mobility of students within
Europe – ERASMUS and LEONARDO mobility program - the need for
career services was requested by the students following the models from
UK and Scandinavia where such initiatives were very popular in the late
1990s. In some places universities establish contact points and offer
seminars for students and young graduates. Typical offers are training
seminars how to apply for jobs, how to get in contact with companies and
how to improve the employability of graduates. The development of
alumni work, networking of the regional activities, integration of
companies and new sectors of service influences the importance of such
activities. The political and public support of CS is limited so far.
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THE THIRD MISSION OF TERTIARY EDUCATION
INSTITUTIONS IN GIPUZKOA
CARLOS OCHOA LABURU
Basque Country University, Spain
carlos.ochoa-laburu@ehu.es

ABSTRACT
The paper presents the results of the Project, “Contribution of Third
Mission activities of Gipuzkoa Tertiary Education Institutions” financed by
the Department of Innovation and Knowledge Society of Excma
Diputación Foral de Gipuzkoa. It was executed by a team of nine people
from four universities, applying the methodology of “GOODUEP: Good
Practices in University-Enterprise Partnerships. Erasmus Multilateral
Project of the European Union’s Life Long Learning Programme”. The
picture of institutions and activities in Gipuzkoa is broad and important but
there are some “blanks” and “question marks” in it that throw some
shadows over the future.
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CAREER,QUALIFICATION AND
EDUCATION/TRAINING SYSTEMS
MARIAN GHEORGHE
Professor PhD at Politehnica University of Bucarest, Romania
marian.gheorghe@upb.ro

ABSTRACT
The universities are more and more supporting complex processes and
systems contributing to sustainable development of society. The students
should leave universities with competences that advanced society needs.
The concepts and specific characteristics of career, qualification,
education/ training, institutional recognition/certification of the
qualification, correlations between education profile and qualification,
qualification and career, career and job, etc., the partnerships between
universities, companies and other institutions, career centres development,
legislation and other related issues, are debated. Final relevant remarks are
presented.
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LEARNING JOURNEYS AND LEARNING
SCENARIOS FOR CDOs
KENNET LINDQUIST
Managing Director, Swedish TelePedagogic Knowledge Centre, Sweden
kennet.lindquist@pedagogic.com

ABSTRACT
The ambitions of establishing human resource development support
services based on competence framework has been attended to for many
year, from early initiatives within UN/ILO to recent initiatives linked to the
EQF ambitions of EU. Many of the initiatives taken place between those
are frequently found to be extensively 'supplier-centered' addressing more
HRD and learning
service provider information needs, than genuinely addressing the
competence development needs and ambitions of the object for such
initiatives – the learners and the employees/employment seekers. The
presentation will illustrate some recent methodological and tool
developments that have been initiated and focused on during the last couple
of years, and which aim at
enabling new forms and strategies for lifelong learning to be approached by
policy makers and HRD practitioners. The focus on these innovative
developments has a specific focus on the personalized while socially
oriented learning, and to do so in a 'learning 2.0' orientation that will
hopefully put the traditional 'course-in-a-box' or conventional 'e-learning'
as we see it developed and practiced today finally being put to rest.
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AN OUTLOOK TO CAREER PLANNING CENTRES
IN TURKISH UNIVERSITIES
EKIN BASALP
Odagem Ostim Collaborative R & D Center Co., Turkey
ekinbasalp@gmail.com

CIGDEM YILMAZ
Odagem Ostim Collaborative R & D Center Co., Turkey
cigdem@ogdagem.com.tr

ABSTRACT
In Turkey, the concept of “career planning centers” does not go back far in
time. In the very first applications back in 1980s, they were the
employment agencies. However, there has been a modification with the
way they provide their service. Apart from the private companies, many of
the state universities started to create these centers in their campuses
aiming to find available job opportunities for the students. Nowadays,
being a part of the change, they provide many kinds of services such as
creating opportunities to gather employees and students together, making
organizations, assisting the students with the applying a job techniques.
They also provide the desired communication between the graduates and
students. On the other hand, in some of the private universities, they
introduce to students the new forms of education systems such as co-op
program which can be considered as a must for the effectiveness of the
internships and university-enterprise cooperation improvement. In order for
students to benefit from their internships, they have many kinds of services
as well.
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A BETTER LIFE MANAGEMENT THROUGH
CAREER SERVICES
MAGDALENA PLATIS IORDACHE
Dean of the Faculty of Business and Administration, University of Bucharest,
Romania
magdalena.iordache-platis@drept.unibuc.ro

OANA IUCU
Senior lecturer / Reader, University of Bucharest, Romania
oanaiucu@yahoo.com

ABSTRACT
Young generation faces a New Economy which is different from what
knowledge-based society means. It is a huge diversity of behaviours which
generates the most dynamic context from economic, social, political,
technological, cultural, informational and legislative points of view.
As graduates, young generation is many times confronting with a lack of
answers to questions regarding their next life, from a professional
perspective, such as: what am I going to do next, where am I going to be
employed, which job am I ready for, how stable is my position going to be,
how rapidly can I promote, how am I going to act as an employee?
Much of the confusion can be dispelled in case of an active involvement of
the career services. Two good examples are efficient activities run by a
Reference Center or a Career Center within an University which:
-Organizes short training sessions for students in order to benefit from
specialists from practice for a better start in their professional life.
-Implements for last year students a business simulation game in order to
make them familiar with the complexity of the real life and the difficulties
and risks in the decision-making processes.
Advantages of the services:
• Students are explained by specialists how they themselves entered to
the labour market;
• Students can learn not only from what the speakers say but also from
how they present real life;
• Students learn to behave in a team during several decision rounds;
Students learn from their own mistakes and from other teams what
competition means.
The purpose of this paper is to explain the examples mentioned – training
on real life and business simulation – as an improved beginning of a better
insertion of the students on the labour market.
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COLLABORATION BETWEEN THE HAGUE
UNIVERSITY AND SMEs. A PRAGMATIC
APPROACH
KITTY TRIEST
Director of RegioRegisseur Haaglanden, Holland
K.C.M.Triest@hhs.nl

MARION FENIJN
Manager at the Expertise Centre at Hogeschool Zuyd, Holland
m.fenijn@hszuyd.nl

ABSTRACT
In 2001 the Hague University started in cooperation with the Ducht
Ministry of Economical Affairs and MKB Nederland the project
RegioRegisseur. The aim of this project was to make the knowledge and
skills of The Hague University available to small and medium businesses
(SME’s) in the region.
In this presentation we will look more closely at the reasons of The Hague
University for participating in this project, the need according to SME’s for
collaboration with The Hague University and the results of the project.
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AN ITALIAN MODEL OF SUPPORT TO
GRADUATES JOB INSERTION: THE
ALMALAUREA INTERUNIVERSITY
CONSORTIUM
MATTEO SGARZI
International Relations and Projects, Almalaurea, Inter University Consortium,
Italy
matteo.sgarzi@almalaurea.it

ABSTRACT
Aim of this note is to provide a quick outline of the Labour market for
graduates in Italy and the impact that the establishment of the AlmaLaurea
Inter-University Consortium has had and is having in this context as the
largest and most widespread Labour Market Intermediaries linking highly
skilled human resources and companies.
When it all started – i.e. in 1994 – it represented a key change in the
national context. Italian Universities, for the first time in their centennial
history, took in charge the destinies of their young graduates by developing
innovative instruments capable of accompanying them through the delicate
transition from study to work.
In parallel to this, AlmaLaurea progressively increased its relevance for the
academic world thanks its capacity to provide timely, updated information
on graduates and their performances made available for the evaluation of
the higher education system and the assessment of the Bologna Process
outcomes in Italy.
A brief description of the system will be provided, while the benefits of and
the impact on the different stakeholders are the subject of the concluding
part of this presentation.
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FUNDACION UNIVERSIDAD EMPRESAUNIVERSITY BUSSINES FUNDATION:A
PRIVILEGED FORUM FOR KNOWLEDGE
SHARING AND COOPERATION BETWEEN
BUSINESS AND UNIVERSITIES
OSCAR CUBILLO
Director of Expansion and Development, Universities Enerprise Fundation (FUE),
Spain
ocubillo@fue.es

ABSTRACT
Since 1973 the Fundación Universidad-Empresa (University Business
Foundation) has addressed challenges and opportunities arising from the
university-business framework, and has worked to enable positive feedback
and response between those two spheres of activity. Having its efficacy
guaranteed by its permanent contact and cooperation with the public
administration at a regional, national and European level, institutional
visibility has reached a massive scale due to a Board of Trustees that
represents 500.000 companies, 16 universities and almost 400.000
undergraduate and graduate students.
A special focus is set on four areas:
• Education: customized training programmes for institutions, academic
orientation for secondary students and management of educational
programmes.
• Career Development: internship programmes for students and
graduates, career reorientation for PhDs and researchers, job fairs, job
opportunity guide and website, job placements for junior profiles, studies
and reports.
• Entrepreneurship: business incubator, on-campus workshops, annual
seminar for young vocational entrepreneuring, Graduate Programme
competition.
• Innovation: Consultancy for SMEs, HR management in RD&I
(projects and contracts), workshops for doctoral education and training.
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NEW DEVELOPMENT IN CAREER CENTERS IN
ROMANIAN UNIVERSITIES
MARCELA LUCA
Transilvania University of Brasov, Romania
marcela.luca@unitbv.ro

LAURA TEODORA DAVID
Transilvania University of Brasov, Romania
lauradavid@unitbv.ro

ABSTRACT
The main objectives of the Universities are quality education and a better
employability of the students at the end of the studies. In order to fulfill
those objectives the Universities are continually adjusting their curricula to
the changes from the technological discoveries and also according to labor
market. They are also open to implement complementary services like
career centers. In this presentation we offer an up to date overview of the
Career Centers’ services offered by Universities from Romania following
the written Disposition of the Ministry of Education and research from
2005.
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A CAREER WEBSITE COMMUNICATION SPACE
AND A UNIVERSITY STUDENT CENTRE: TWO
COMPLEMENTARY STUDENT AND COMPANY
ORIENTED RESOURCES. THE CASE OF LA
ROCHELLE, FRANCE
MICHAEL EBOUEYA
La Rochelle University, France
mike@univ-lr.fr

NADINE PASTERNAK EBOUEYA
La Rochelle University, France
nadine.eboueya@univ-lr.fr

ABSTRACT
Career information through a website enhances accessibility and credibility
but how effective is this kind of communication with the user ?
Career websites are now one of the main considered platforms for an
access to jobs. The best feature of a career website is that it is made on an
open basis. It is the only place where one can find out which jobs in
accordance with one's profile can be accessible. Moreover, job seekers can
have an idea of how their skills and competences are viewed on the
employment market.
On the other hand, it is commonly thought that communication through a
website is not as comfortable and effective as a face to face conversation.
The objective of the presentation is to show how far these aspects are
taken into account on a website where job search strategies are examined,
from CV and cover letter writing, as well as interview techniques, to doing
a work placement or starting up a company, and how a Student Centre can
offer access to support and guidance services, careers advice, and
individual counselling.
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CAREER COUNSELLING SERVICES IN
TRANSILVANIA UNIVERSITY OF BRASOV
LAURA TEODORA DAVID
Transilvania University of Brasov, Romania
lauradavid@unitbv.ro

SIMONA LACHE
Transilvania University of Brasov, Romania
slache@unitbv.ro

MARCELA LUCA
Transilvania University of Brasov, Romania
marcela.luca@unitbv.ro

ABSTRACT
Higher education is no longer a solely guarantee of a successful career. At
least not in a narrow meaning. Universities are broadening their offer in
order to increase the employability of the graduates. In Transilvania
Universities of Brasov new structures are developed as a priority concern
of maintaining the quality of education. Common effort seams to be the
leading principle that works in order to support the functioning of the
newly implemented structures in our University.
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POLISH NETWORK OF CAREER-SERVICESPOTENTIAL, PERSPECTIVES AND
PROFESSIONALISATION IN VIEW OF
STRATEGIC DEVELOPMENTS IN HIGHER
EDUCATION
MONIKA DOMANSKA
Initiator and Coordinator of non-formal Polish Network of Career Centers, Poland
mdoman@agh.edu.pl

ABSTRACT
Polish higher education system is characterized by very well developed
network of institutions called Career Services operating at Polish
universities. Due to very dynamic development of high education system
and very big number of educational institutions covering the whole area of
the country also the system of career services is quite impressive. There are
over 270 operating and co-operating career services in Poland, which is the
number similar to that in the UK. This huge network is a valuable, hence
underestimated element in the strategic framework for effective
management of higher education. It is especially important in view of
decisions and guidelines of the Bologna Process and stress on
employability of candidates expressed in relevant communiqués.
Employability is understood as a set of achievements that make graduates
more likely to gain employment and be successful in their chosen
occupations, and the notion is much wider than just finding job after
studies. CS were established in Poland since late nineties and what once
was a pilot idea now became a routine status even an element of HEI
quality evaluation in accreditation process as well as countrywide rankings.
CS were initially created mainly with the aim of assisting graduates in
entering the world of work thus limiting the unemployment in this social
group – just finding a job. This was performed through information,
educational and counselling activities – with main customers being students
and graduates. From the very beginning the institutions cooperated closely,
exchanged information, took part in joint projects – which led to
establishing close informal links – networking which is an important added
value.
Career Services may be an invaluable source of data necessary to decision
makers on different strategic levels – also beyond the level of a given
university with respect to the issues related to the employability notion. It is
important that they include in the stakeholders group apart from students,
graduates and employers which is the case in majority now towards
universities and decision makers/authorities. They form an important
information channel between education and the world of work. According
to the author a slight shift towards research activities is necessary for
Career Services – the research performed in organized and coherent way
using the networking potential. There are means for that in EU funded
projects but there is a need of coordinated actions.
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THE VIDEO C.V. :AN INNOVATIVE TOOL FOR AN
EFFECTIVE WORKP LACEMENT
GILDA ROTA
Head of Career Centre, Padua University, Italy
gilda.rota@unipd.it

ABSTRACT
We are all aware of the importance of a study experience abroad, but even
more important and coveted nowadays is an internship or work experience
in a foreign company. The extraordinary opportunity offered by the
University of Padova of working abroad is the most useful tool for
knowledge, more so than a simple printed CV: the video CV. We are able
to offer this new possibility in the panorama of University placement, both
in Italy and in Europe.The Video CV gives both students and graduates of
the University of Padova a chance at meeting up with foreign companies,
allowing their selection committees to better evaluate the behavioural
quality, professional presentation and experience level of paper CVs, also
through the use of remote interviews in real time, that let the candidate
interact with the employer. In 120 seconds, the VIDEO CV makes it easy
for recruiters to validate the candidate’s language skills, their motivation to
work in a specific field, and also to get a good sample of their personality
and professionalism.Video CV's are quite simple to create just using a
webcam, microphone, and an Internet connection.Besides there’s a growing
appreciation for the remote interview. High tech companies were the first
to use this tool, but diverse employers are increasingly aware of the
benefits of web based video interviewing. For the employer, remote
interviewing can save time and hiring expenses, because it reduces travel
costs and management time. The company itself selects candidates for
video interviews also both on the bases of the paper CV and the video CV.
Information quality and truthfulness are guaranteed by the University of
Padova, bringing Europe closer through an innovative, safe tool.
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ENABLING STAFF TO SUPPORT UNIVERSITIES
STUDENTS USING DESTINATIONS
DAVID STANBURY
Director of the Centre of Career Management Skills, University of Reading, UK
d.r.stanbury@reading.ac.uk

ABSTRACT
Destinations® website is a careers tool that is in use in over 50 universities
in the UK and Ireland. Destinations® forms a key part of the University of
Reading’s Career Management Skills system and has recently been the
basis of a case study in an article by Dr. Gerhart Rott. The tool can be used
by individual clients working on their own and is a highly flexible teaching
and learning resource for career management skills courses in higher
education. The presentation will show the key features of Destinations®,
explain why it is uniquely flexible and explain how universities can adapt
(and if appropriate translate) the site to better meet the needs of their own
students.
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VIRTUAL PRACTICAL PLACEMENTS: THE CASE
OF KAUNAS UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY
EGLE BUTKEVICIENE
Department of Sociology, Kaunas University of Technology, Lithuania
egle.butkeviciene@ktu.lt

DANGOULE RUTKAUSKIENE
Department of Sociology, Kaunas University of Technology, Lithuania
dangoule.rutkauskiene@ktu.lt

ABSTRACT
In the contemporary society gaining of practical work experience during
university studies is essential for future career. In our globalized world
there is a growing interest in students’ virtual practical placements. Virtual
practical placements can support physical student placement in a number of
ways. First, a virtual practical placement can be fully supported by ICT. It
enables student to commit all practical tasks without having to leave their
home. But more commonly virtual environments are used in addition to
physical student placement. E. Learning Technology Center (EMTC) at
Kaunas University of Technology uses virtual environment to support
management of students’ practical placement that include:
•

A website for news, proposals, history and registrations;

•

An internal tracking system for effective exchange of ideas, activity and
achievements measurements;

•

Additional open source tools that facilitate special needs for files exchange,
personal timetables and instant messaging.

Additionally to virtual environment Live meetings are being used. Few
times in a month supervisors arranges live meetings with their trainees.
Supervisors explain past and current technologies and projects at ELearning Technology Centre. At these meetings supervisors and trainees
can exchange information, discuss some project related things and make
solutions. First of all E-Learning Technology Centre created a web page
for trainees laboratory that describes about centre, practice topics, past
trainees and projects. Using registration form trainees can apply for their
position at E-Learning Technology Centre trainees laboratory. Registration
form includes CV submission for more detail information about
participants. All registration forms were created using Lime Survey open
source survey application. Lime Survey allows users to quickly create
intuitive, powerful, online question-and-answer surveys that can work for
tens to thousands of participants without much effort. This survey software
itself is self-guiding for the respondents who are participating. E-Learning
Technology Center used questions like how much time trainees can spend
for their practice, team working abilities, why they want to do their practice
at E-Learning Technology Centre, their programming skills and some
personal questions.
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CDO: A COLLECTIVE PROCESS IN THE FRENCH
TECHNOLOGICAL INSTITUTES NETWORK
ALAIN JUNGMAN
IUT Paris Jussieu, Universite Paris VII Denis Diderot, France
alain.jungman@univ-paris-diderot.fr

JURSKY KRISTINE
IUT Paris Jussieu, Universite Paris VII Denis Diderot, France
kristine.jurski@univ-paris-diderot.fr

ABSTRACT
The connection between the academic and the professional world in France
was developed in the past few years as an answer solution of the higher
education system to face the difficult situation of the job market, and
hence, to demonstrate their social and economical usefulness. University
was pushed to add to its traditional role professional objectives in order to
respond to the demand of industry and employees for professional skill.
Each university set-up its own organization according to its objectives and
priorities. As the result the progressive and increasing effort leads to a
succession of offices not always well connected. As pioneer in the higher
education French landscape, the University Institutes of Technology (IUT),
nowadays a network of 120 institutes, developed, forty years ago, strong
connections with enterprises. The background of their approach is based
on two principles : (i) Employability is not limited to an aid « in fine » to
find a placement or a job, but it is the result of a gradual preparation (ii)
Employability is not only the business of a group of persons or an office. It
concerns the whole community of the department
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AALTO UNIVERSITY´S NETWORK WITH
SMALL MEDIUM SIZED ENTERPRISES AND
ENTEPRENEURSHIP DEVELOPMENT AS A
CAREER OPTION
NATALIA NARITS
Aalto University School of Economics Small Business Center, Finland
natalia.narits@pyk.hkkk.fi

PENTII MUSTALAMPI
Aalto University School of Economics Small Business Center, Finland
pentti.mustalampi@pyk.hkkk.fi

ABSTRACT
Key element in increasing career options for students is to involve them
more and more with Small and Medium Sized companies (SMEs), which
includes start ups existing in the incubation activities by the University
and SMEs involved in different training and development/research
programmes by the University.
Also among the entrepreneurial development is needed well organized and
guided road map with high quality services for own business start ups
among the Aalto University.
Incubation development along The Start Up Center model includes
- Start Up Center links activities in three universities and has focus in
growth oriented new enterprises, which will be established by teams
(representing technology, business and creative sector) in the Aalto
University.
- Start Up Center will be concrete environment for company establishment
and in the creation of platform for networking researchers, students,
experts, mentors, business angels and big companies in looking for new
start ups
While developing entrepreneurial learning processes among the university
it is evident to develop also sophisticated services for SMEs in promoting
partnership with the University. Entrepreneurial University model will be
developed together with faculties, students own Aalto Entrepreneurs
Society, SE Small Business Center and other development units.
Entrepreneurial University Model is promoting Entrepreneurship and own
start ups as a career option along the whole study period for students.
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BIUROKARIER.EDU.PL - A NEW
COMMUNICATION PLATFORM FOR CAREER
SERVICES, STUDENTS AND EMPLOYERS
EWA BANASZAK
Head of Career Service, Nicolaus Copernicus University in Torun, Poland
Ewa.Banaszak@umk.pl

ABSTRACT
In 2009 rectors of 18 Polish universities signed an agreement of a new
project which main aim is to create a platform of efficient contacts between
employers, students and Career Services. The platform will be connected
with University System of Study Support (USOS). This valid and credible
database contains students’ records (personal and educational information).
Biurokarier.edu.pl will bring many advantages for all partners of the
project. Students and graduates will obtain full access to job and internship
offers placed in the platform. They will be able to create their profiles and
respond to offers in an easy way.
Thanks to the platform employers will have an opportunity to present job
and internship offers to students from all universities in Poland.
Additionally, they will have an option to create their profiles with
recruitment information and watch and select students’ profiles to choose
the best candidates.
Career Services will receive a very useful tool for communication with
students and employers. Furthermore, the platform will open new
possibilities of gathering statistic data and conducting researches eg. on
graduates’ destinations.
Biurokarier.edu.pl is tested by the University of Warsaw and the
University of Rzeszow now; other universities will join the platform this
year.	
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BROADEN YOUR HORIZON, INTERNATIONAL
INSTRUMENTS FOR CAREERE GUIDANCE IN
PRACTICE
HANS SMETSERS
Founder of Icares-International Career and Education Services, Holland
hans@icares.nl

ABSTRACT
Icares stands for International Career and Education Services. It develops
digital instruments for career guidance and guidance in education. It was
established in 2002 in the Netherlands. Since then, its instruments have
been successful in the Netherlands and Belgium, and, in 2008 Icares
expanded and the internationalisation started to take place.www.icares.com
is an international course finder to help (future) students find the right
course in the right country and to give colleges an opportunity to publicise
their courses worldwide. It is available on the internet free of charge and in
28 languages (e.g. English, German, Chinese, Arabic, Spanish). Icares.com
consists of 4 search entrances: A fast search, a search by sector, a smart
search and a Choice of Study Test. The latter is pre-eminently suited for
those who have no idea what to study yet: A questionnaire puts courses in
the order of one’s preference.Universities and Colleges of Higher
Education participate in the icares.com portal for international and national
student recruitment: Their courses have been listed and linked from
icares.com to the home page, „ open days” page and specific course pages
on their websites. More than 35.000 Bachelor and Master courses in 84
countries have been registered (e.g. Austria, Germany, Spain, Australia).
Icares Professional is a digital guidance instrument for career questions and
career advice. Core of this diagnostic tool for career issues is the
Occupations Interest questionnaire.Icares Professional covers over 3300
professions which appear in the order of someone’s preference and which
are linked to the appropriate courses. Career counselors and career
guidance coaches apply Icares Professional as a counseling instrument in
order to help clients/students make the right decisions. Various career
centers, colleges and other organisations dealing with career guidance in
the Netherlands make use of Icares Professional. Two thirds of all Dutch
universities use it to guide their students. At present, Icares Professional is
equipped for the Dutch market. At the request of institutions abroad, the
product can be made applicable for other countries and it can be translated
into the right language.
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CAREER SERVICE - PADUA UNIVERSITY
GILDA ROTA
Head Office Career Service, University of Padua, Italy
gilda.rota@unipd.it

ABSTRACT
The University of Padua, founded in 1222, counts more than 70,000 students,
more than 6,000 teachers belonging to 13 Faculties, and more than 2,500
technicians and administrative units. The Career Service of the University of
Padua, founded in 1997, is a central office and its aim is to guide students and
new graduates in the professional world and manages internships, trainings in
Italy and abroad, job placement, UE Programmes, such as Erasmus Student
Placements, Leonardo Da Vinci, and others. Jointly with firms, private and
public institutions and professional associations it establishes a link between
University and firms, in which internships are an opportunity to exchange
information and experiences.
The office is organised in 3 main sections: Placements and internships in
Italy and abroad; Job counselling; Editing an Observatory by monitoring the
quality of graduates' jobs and new trends in the local job market.
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CARRER SERVICE - POLITECNICO DI MILANO
MARCO SCORTI
Career Development Manager, Politecnico di Milano, Italy
marco.scorti@polimi.it

FRANCESCA SARACINO
Career Service’s International Corporate Relations; Politecnico di Milano, Italy
Francesca.Saracino@ceda.polimi.it

ABSTRACT
Politecnico di Milano’s Career Service is self-financed and relies on a
company-oriented organization which allows its members to act as
consultants for companies in the implementation of their employer branding
strategies and involve companies as active players in career guidance
activities on campus. Through surveys and direct communication with
companies & students, the Career Service attempts to plan innovative formats
for its career events and create a direct link between the business world and
the academic world.
The most innovative areas of activity for 2010 are represented by the newly
developed International Career Services and the Senior Graduate Project. In
fact, given the recent growth of Politecnico di Milano as an international
player in the academic world and the interest of companies towards graduates
with years of work experience, Politecnico di Milano’s Career Service has
decided to offer targeted services for international students and companies
along with a special package for Politecnico’s Senior graduates looking for
career changes and for companies who are in search of experienced
professionals.
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CARRER CENTRE - PISA UNIVERSITY
ANTONELLA MAGLIOCCHI
Head of Career Centre, Pisa University, Italy
jobplacement@unipi.it

ABSTRACT
The Career Service of the University of Pisa, in its present organization, was
established in 2008 with the aim of enhancing job opportunities for new
graduates and monitoring their employability. An intermediation service with
enterprises was already active since 1997.
The Career Service takes care of all aspects of the career development
process. Students and graduates may have advice and guidance on the labour
market and find up to date information on job opportunities in companies and
enterprises interested in recruiting highly qualified personnel. The
relationships between students and employers are constantly improved by the
University staff through a series of activities described in the presentation,
the key aspect being a database, which allows enterprises to get in touch with
candidates matching their needs.
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CAREER CENTRE - KARL FRANZENS
UNIVERSITY, GRAZ
SIGRID STUDLER
Head of Career Centre, Karl Franzens University, Graz, Austria
sigrid.studler@uni-graz.at

ABSTRACT
With around 27,000 students and 100 studies at 6 faculties, the University of
Graz is one of the largest institutions of higher education in Austria. 2,800
graduates, including 200 doctoral students, complete their degrees each year.
The Career Centre at the University of Graz was founded as a pilot project in
2003 and went on to offer a multitude of supporting options from 2004
onwards. The current services contain individual career guidance, workshops
and career events, company presentations, job and internship services and a
comprehensive career website. Content of the presentation is a 2-year review
with special focus on development work and the obtained experiences
concerning the generation of new services and marketing strategies in order
to strengthen the level of awareness.
The topic includes:
Structure and organization of the Career Centre, development and evaluation
of new ideas, marketing and communication activities, services for students
including career counselling, announcement of jobs and internships,
cooperation agreements.
The aim is to initiate an exchange of concepts and ideas among career
guidance providers.
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CAREER CENTRE - TU VIENNA
HELENE CZANBA
Head of Career Centre, tu Vienna; University of Technology,
Austria
helene.czanba@tucareer.com

ABSTRACT
Since it was founded in the year 1815, the TU Vienna has established itself as
the largest Austrian research and education institution in the field of natural
sciences and technology. TU Vienna places great emphasis on the collaboration
with the business world on research and development projects. With its eight
faculties, 64 institutes and more than 2,000 scientists, TU Vienna covers the
traditional fields of engineering and natural sciences. Currently, around 23,000
students are enrolled.
The TU Career Center was established in 2004. With its 12 employees it offers
a number of services in recruiting, employer branding and event management
both to students/graduates and employers. Its numerous services cater to
approximately 23,000 students and 2,300 graduates annually.
The TU Career Center is part of a broad alumni concept based on a life-cyclemodel and accompanies the students and graduates from the first day of their
study far beyond their graduation. Students and graduates have access to a wide
set of information and training sources about markets, recruiting, effective job
search techniques, through activities that are open to everyone (i.e. online
information, online job market, online applicant´s registration, workshops and
trainings, on-campus events). Individual counseling is however provided to
those who need a personal support: in order to explore their aptitudes, prepare
for recruiting processes as well as career entry and face professional choices
with greater awareness.
On the employers’ side, the TU Career Center offers customized solutions to
national and international companies for recruiting TU Vienna graduates, as
well as employer branding focused on target groups. The services range from
the largest online job market of the TU Vienna, special recruiting services in
“Search & Select Projects”, numerous on-campus events to the TUday - the job
fair of the TU Vienna and TUtheTOP – the high potential program of the TU
Vienna. It also assists employers with generating a lasting, trenchant, clear and
unique employer brand in the midst of those in the target group by offering
numerous online und print advertising types, billboard advertising and oncampus stand areas throughout the whole year.
The proximity to the target groups, to institutes, and to associated institutions,
as well as the high professionalism and commitment of its employees
characterize the TU Career Center. Its projects follow an integrative consulting
approach, which represents a one-stop shop for analysis, strategy development,
action planning, as well as action implementation.
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CAREER CENTRE - TUT TALLINN UNIVERSITY
OF TECHNOLOGY
MADLI KRISPIN
Head of Career Centre, TUT, Tallinn University of Technology, Estonia
madli.krispin@ttu.ee

ABSTRACT
Development of academic programmes and keeping abreast of the demands
of the job market are crucial today. Therefore, Tallinn University of
Technology values highly building and maintaining contacts with employers.
We expect employers and organizations to estimate the professional quality
and skills of our graduates. We also expect constructive opinions of our
alumni concerning the knowledge and skills they have gained at TUT. Thus,
we contribute to the university-wide quality assurance initiative by means of
our annual Graduates' First Destination Survey, Employer Feedback and
Dropout Feedback. As entrepreneurial university TUT is open for
multilateral, multidisciplinary curricula development mapping the current
situation concerning cooperation between teaching institutions and
companies in the European partnership. The target groups are students,
teaching institutions, universities and companies. TUT is engaged in
examining and comparing the situation of female researchers and decision
makers. A methodology to map careers in university will be designed and
tested in the partner institutions. The survey will involve PhD students,
researchers and decision makers as well. Besides the collection of detailed
statistics we plan to conduct interviews with those female emplyees who
succeeded in doing a career in these areas of science in spite of the
difficulties. Furthermore TUT draws the attention of the university
managements to the importance of ensuring equal opportunities to women
and men and the practice of gender mainstreaming as a policy of the
European Union. The Careers Service of TUT is committed to develop links
between university and society in order to improve the employability of
graduates. We establish and develop contacts with current and potential
emlpoyers of our students and graduates. Career Service has self service web
based information board for employers and students www.ttu.ee/karjaar TUT
CDO has well positioned itself in activites like organisation of fairs and
seminars on national level and international level. Jointly with IRO the aim is
to be active partners in Llllprojects to gain more knowledge in quality
curricula process leading to better links with society and companies.The
Lisbon Strategy is set out to make EU the most dynamic and competitive
economy in the world. TUT is ready to fulfil all planned tasks.
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CAREER CENTRE - WU VIENNA, VIENNA
UNIVERSITY OF ECONOMICS AND BUSINESS
URSULA AXMANN
Head of Career Centre, Wu Vienna, Vienna Unievrsity of Economics and Business,
Austria
ursula.axmann@zbp.at

ABSTRACT
The WU ZBP Career Center was founded in 1983. With its office on the WU
Vienna campus, the ZBP Career Center is one of Europe's leading
recruiting service providers for young business students and graduates.
What sets us apart? Over 27 years of know-how as professional job providers
and consultants for business graduates ensures that we are a competent
partner, not only for job applicants, but for companies as well.Our applicant
pool contains data of business graduates who are about to terminate their
studies in the near future. We are very well acquainted with the qualifications
and career aspirations of each of them.ZBP daily publishes job vacancy
postings that are targeted for students and business graduates, both with and
without previous professional experience.
•

•

•
•

•

Career Counselling and Coaching give our graduates the opportunity
to get answers to their personal questions and find solutions to their
problems.
We host the ZBP Graduate Fair, Austria's largest recruiting fair for
business and technical graduates and graduates in nature and
environment studies.
Time-tested instruments in the field of employer branding link
companies with students and graduates.
The individualized care we give our applicants and long-term
customer relationships with over 500 well-known companies is one
of the key reasons for our success.
The high standards in quality at the WU Vienna, Europe's largest
university for economics and business and Equis accredited, play a
major role in ZBP's success.

"As the ideal link between the university and economics sector, ZBP provides
a wide range of service offerings to effectively target students and business
graduates. One of ZBP's standard events is the annual presentation of our
company where KPMG partners can give hands-on presentations of various
areas of business and outline KPMG career paths. As a result, we could not
live without the professional services offered by ZBP that assist us in
personally contacting applicants and others interested in our company."
Regina Böker, KPMG Auditing and Tax Consulting
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CAREER CENTRE - UNIVERSITA´ BOCCONI
SIMONE MAINETTI
Career Centre, Universita´Bocconi, , Markets and External Affairs Division,
Università Bocconi, Milan, Italy
simone.mainetti@unibocconi.it

ABSTRACT
Università Bocconi is a private university founded in 1902, offering Bsc,
Msc, Specialised Master’s Programmes in the field of economics,
management and law; 13.500 students are enrolled (10% international).
The Career Service was established in 1988, and offers a number of services
both to students/graduates and employers, with the aim of meeting the needs
of “many”, while taking care of individuals with a personal approach.
Students have therefore access to a wide set of information and training
sources about markets, recruiting, effective job search techniques, through
activities that are open to everyone (i.e. on-line information, placement
library, seminars, on-campus recruitment). Individual counseling is however
provided to those who need a personal support: in order to explore their
aptitudes and face professional choices with greater awareness, Bocconi
students and graduates are encouraged to meet a CS professional and/or
experience POL (Personal Orientation Lab). The latter consists of a group
work and an individual interview, held by trained counsellors (University
staff and HR professionals).
On the employers’ side, though giving to a wide number of companies access
to recruitment tools (on-line advertising platform, CV Books), CS strategy
has also focused on building a sound and long-lasting relationship with
selected employers willing to recruit top talents, participate in employer
branding events, be involved in academic activities, planning new initiatives
with Bocconi. A role is also given them in counselling future graduates, as
companies are involved in
skill seminars, workshops, mock interviews, individual counselling (POL).
The University, graduates and employers as well, all definitely benefit from
this strategy of “working together”.
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CAREER CENTRE-UNIVERSITY OF THE WEST OF
ENGLAND
DAVID GEE
Global Career Consultant, University of the West England, Great Britain
david.gee@uwe.ac.uk

ABSTRACT
With over 30,000 students, The University of the West of England (UWE) is
the largest higher education establishment in the South West. The UWE
Careers Service makes contact with thousands of students each year. This
presentation will give an overview of a very busy, forward thinking careers
service based in a very visible, central location on campus. The presentation
will give an overview of the work of the service, including the consultancy
role of its careers staff. It will also describe a range of interesting projects that
the service is involved in, including the Employabiity and Diversity work
experience project, Solutions4Recession and the Global Careers Consultant’s
role.
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CAREER CENTRE-NICOLAUS COPERNICUS
UNIVERSITY OF TORUN
EWA BANASZAK
Head of Career Center, Nicolaus Copernicus University, Torun, Poland
eban@uni.torun.pl

ABSTRACT
The Careers Service at Nicolaus Copernicus University in Torun was set up
for the purpose of helping our students and graduates to plan their careers and
easing difficulties in finding appropriate employment. The career advisers
meet mainly the fourth and the fifth year students from all the departments.
Guidance is an expert task that requires dealing with many aspects of the
student's life, ambitions, skills, potential, value and possibilities. As a result
of our interviews with students and graduates we have gathered quite a lot of
information about their education, job experience, social activity, various
trainings and courses taken during or after study time but not necessarily
associated with their university course (computer skills, knowledge of foreign
languages, driving licence, etc.). We provide the students of all the university
departments with different workshops to help them write CVs, covering
letters and application forms, we demonstrate different methods used in
selection procedures and help them prepare for interviews with prospective
employers. To help students plan their careers and also prepare for their first
interview with an employer, the careers service has assembled as much
information about companies as possible, this is in the form of leaflets,
annual reports, brochures, company magazines and journals. We are keen to
receive as much information as we can from employers. Moreover, the
Careers Staff try to collect rich and detailed information about postgraduate
and PhD studies, special courses, both at home and abroad, and also about
scholarships and funds that would enable a student to cover all the expenses
of studying abroad.
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CAREER CENTER-KAUNAS UNIVERSITY
POVILAS VALIAUGA
Representant of Career Service, Kaunas University, Kaunas, University, Lithuania
povilas.valiauga@gmail.com

ABSTRACT
Kaunas University of Technology is the largest technical university in the
Baltic States. Being one of the most dynamic schools of higher education in
Lithuania, KTU often becomes a research and study leader in various fields.
Dating back to 1922, the University has developed a great potential for
studies and research, and became visible in the international arena.University
has 13 faculties, almost 17 000 students and about 3 000 employees,
including 800 PhDs. KTU Career Centre in cooperation with the University
and business aims to create suitable career opportunities for students, helps to
prepare for an open labour market and to deal with internship and
employment issues of KTU students. Career Centre offers many services for
business as well as for students, starting with staffing & recruitment, database
system, and finishing with career counselling and various events based on
career planning.
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CAREER CENTRE-VILNIUS UNIVERSITY
JOLANTA VAICIUNAITE
Head of Career Centre, Vilnius University, Lithaunia
jolanta.vaiciunaite@karjera.vu.lt

ABSTRACT
Vilnius University Career Center (Lithuania) opened its door in
November 2003. More than 140 companies, institutions and organisations
supported the establishment of Career Centre by giving financial
assignments, providing manufactured production or facilities. Well known IT
and telecommunication companies such us Blue Bridge, Omnitel, Tieto
Enator Consulting, Comliet group, Ericsson Lietuva and others are among the
biggest sponsors.
Mission of the Center is to help students to choose the reasonable career
decisions independently, to solve career problems and successfully realise
themselves in the chosen career direction. Vision of the Center is of a
modern Center, the leader in the field of Career management among other
Lithuanian high education institutions, capable of helping every student to
find answers to his career questions. Main activities of the Center are the
following: development of career management competencies for students,
career counselling, career informing, career assessment, monitoring of
graduates’ career; arrangement of international placements for students,
teaching visits at Vilnius University for foreign companies and organizations
and training visits for Vilnius university staff in the companies and
organisations abroad.
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CAREER CENTRE-UNIVERSITY OF BUCHAREST
MAGDALENA IORDACHE PLATIS
Director of the Centre of Reference and Information on Practical Placement and
Entepreneurship, University of Bucharest, Romania
magdalena.iordache-platis@drept.unibuc.ro

ABSTRACT
The functional structure of the Center
Department for Programs of Practical Placement for students (DPPS);
Department of Analyze and Development in the area of Entrepreneurship
(DADE);
Department of Studies in the area of Administration and Managerial
Assistance (DSAMA);
The Center is an institutional structure of the University of Bucharest which
proposes :
• to develop the practical placement system;
to support the students in their training and career development;
• to promote programs that extend the access on the labor market;
• to offer consultancy and initiate applied researches in the area of the
professional insertion on the labor market and entrepreneurship;
• to support the development process of the interaction between academic
environment and business environment;
• to contribute to the designing of the curricula of practical placement with
the support of the specialists from different academic structures and of
national / international experts
Main objectives of the Center consist of the following aspects:
• To identify as an efficient and functional structure which represents the
link between organizations and faculties regarding any kind of requirements
in the area of training and career development;
• To support the creation of the competencies and qualifications needed to
correlate the practical placement for student with the career development;
• To support the organization of specific fairs and promoting organizations
to students;
• To distribute the students to practical placement stages at national or even
international level ;
• To promote a general and individual information and consultancy on
starting a business, on entrepreneurship mechanisms and on the role of the
managerial assistance;
• To promote the research activity on the development of the cooperation
relationship between the economic and academic environment.
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CAREER CENTRE-ESCUELA POLITECNICA DE
SAN SEBASTIAN
JOSU MAIORA
Head of the Career Centre, Escuela Politecnica de San Sebastian, Spain
j.maiora@ehu.es

ABSTRACT
The paper presents the Activities, Organization and management Problems of
the Career Centre of the Escuela Politécnica of San Sebastián.
More than a Centre with a physical location is a “Function” performed by
different agents in and outside the School. It is recognized as very important
by the School but not by the University Management. Hence one of the
Problems in its Management.
It performs several different activities: Recruitement of new graduates, Fresh
students reception and integration, In company trainning-education, Job
market transition, Job offers management.
There is only one person specifically assigned to this job and several
administrative staff shared with other administrative functions. There is one
Information System web supported that helps manage it.On the whole, this
system has to handle some 2.000 students and some 400 enterprises
agreements.
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EMPLOYMENT AND PLACEMENT PROMOTION
CENTRE - GRANADA UNIVERSITY
RAFAEL PEREGRIN ESPINOSA
Technical Director of Employment and Placement Promotion Centre of the
University of Granada, Spain
rpere@ugr.es

ABSTRACT
CDOs in Spain were created to guide, inform, search and support graduate
students to get a first job. We intend to give a general view of the role of
CDOS in Spain up to now taking into account the importance of guidance
and diagnosis to help graduates to face and overcome the difficulties the
present day economic situation imposes them. We have created and enhance
different networks to support employment systems within Spain that can be
used as a referent in Europe.
This presentation can be a way to disseminate examples of good practices
regarding CDOs in order to improve the work of advisors and enhance
employment.
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ZBP Career Center
 Founded in 1983 as the first Austrian university
career center
 Amongst the leading recruiting service providers
in Austria
 Long-term customer relationships with over 500
well-known companies
 1800 job vacancy postings targeted for students
and graduates
 Host of Career Calling, Austria's largest
recruiting fair: 150 companies, 5000 visitors

Welcome to CareerCon !
about CareerCenter@wu &
CareerResearch@wu
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Career Research: ViCapp
Vienna Career Panel Project

ZBP Career Center Team

Name:

Vienna Career Panel Project (ViCaPP)

Begin:

1998

Population

Business School Graduates in Eastern Austria, mainly
WU graduates

Cohorts:
n=

1970

1990

2000

2010

110

250

645

32

6

1

N=

1250

Runden:
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Decreasing importance
of national boundaries

Global context

1

5

Methods:

Questionnaires and interviews

Goal:

Reconstruction of graduates‘ career, identifying changes
in contemporal management careers

Theory:

Pierre Bourdieu (field, habitus, capital)

DiversifiSEITE 4
cation:

International Comparision(German SOEP)

Influencing Factors

Context of society & culture

Class &
Social
origin

 Personality

Community

Context of origin
Gender

 ‚Big Five‘: Emotional Stability, Conscientiousness, Openess,

Context of work
Personal factors
External
labor
markets

spiral transitory hybrid
linear
Individuals‘ Company
Chronic career patterns world
flexiblity
SelfFree-floating
employed
professionalism

Extraversion, Agreeableness
 Bochumer Inventory of job-related personality (BIP)
Social
relationships

Current
life
context

Ethnicity

flattening world
5

 Job Prestige father/mother (ISEI)
 Leisure activities in youth and adolescense
 Course of studies

New forms of work and organizing
Educational
socialization

 Social Origin & Leisure Activities

 Duration and grades

Work history

 Professional Engagement
 Studying abroad

Demography

Virtualisation

 Career aspirations and career tactics
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Career Outcome

Major Results in a Nutshell

 Objective Career Success

 Gender matters most
 Personality traits:

 Income
 Status symbols
 Number of subordinates

 leadership motivation for objective success
 Emotional stability for subjective success

 Subjective Career Success

 Social origin matters: intergenerational
reproduction of social status
 Objective success does not necessarily makes
you happy
 Better grades, higher income; but: length of
studies does has no impact on success

 Career Satisfaction
 Job Satisfaction
 Evaluations by significant others

 Transititions

 Job hoppings
 Time-Outs
 Hierarchical Progression (Schein)
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From Traditional to New
Careers

ViCapp Career Research Team

tight

Coupling

loose

Mayrhofer et al. (2002)

unstable

stable
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• are from a wide range of academic backgrounds:
generalists, economists, lawyers, scientists, IT
specialists, linguists, and many more.
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New competition cycle

Improvements
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3) Marketing and Attractiveness

Assessment: personal and professional competencies
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Assessment
AD

Linguists

AST

Assessment centre

Assessment centre

Professional skills test

Case study in the
field: written

Practical linguistic
tests

E-tray exercise

Group exercise

Group exercise

Structured interview

Oral presentation

Oral presentation
Structured interview

Structured interview
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• 12 volunteers.
• Across the Commission, Parliament and Council.
• Will blog on Facebook and ‘tweet’ on Twitter.
• Will also attend EU Careers events across Europe.
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• We are now using
Facebook and Twitter.
• News on EU Careers and
selection procedures.
•Raconteurs- Telling their
story to attract young
applicants.
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• As public sector
recruiters we have limited
resources to spread our
message.
• We rely on partnerships
and networks to reach top
potential candidates.
• Can you help!? Let me
know!!
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Choose EU Careers
Commission

Economic &
Social Ctte

Council
Ctte of Regions

Parliament
Ombudsman

Court of Justice
Data Protection
Supervisor
    
    

Court of Auditors

Why EU Careers?
A career with the EU Institutions gives you:
• A lifetime of different jobs
• Interesting and challenging work that makes a real
difference for Europe
• An environment where you are encouraged to learn
new skills and languages
• The opportunity to work and travel abroad, and work
with people from all over Europe

What is an EU career?
Two categories of staff – wide variety of profiles:
• Administrators (AD)
e.g. policy officers, lawyers, auditors, scientific officers,
translators, interpreters, communication & press officers …

• Assistants (AST)
e.g. secretaries, HR assistants, financial assistants,
conference technicians …

• An attractive benefits package

More profiles and EU-tube
• Follow our “raconteurs” (blogging about their lives in the EU
institutions) on:
 http://www.facebook.com/page/EUCareers ....

http://twitter.com/EUCareers

• Read profiles/watch videos of officials in the EU institutions:
http://europa.eu/epso/discover/careers/meet_our_colleagues/index_en.htm

• Watch a video about EU Careers:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_slqhvf4VUg

All accessible via http://eu-careers.eu/

What we look for
• Best candidates across Europe
• Motivation to work for Europe
• Strong analytical, organisational and
communication skills
• Ability to adapt easily to a variety of
environments and stakeholders

Do you have what it takes?

How to apply
• Single point of entry:
– European Personnel Selection Office (EPSO)

• You would like to use and enhance your
language abilities

• Entry is by open competition

• You have the drive to deliver results and the
ability to work effectively as part of a multicultural team

• Organised in annual cycles for general profiles

• You are eager to learn and develop your
knowledge and skills

– Notice of Competition published in Official Journal of European
Union, also available via www.eu-careers.eu

– More specialised profiles “on demand”

• Apply online at: www.eu-careers.eu
• EPSO selects candidates
– Selection procedure = 5-9 months

• Institutions recruit from selected candidates

When to apply

2010 cycles (1)
• 16 March 2010:
launch of Administrator competition in the fields of:
–
–
–
–
–

European Public Administration
Law
Economics
Audit
ICT
Deadline for online registration:
15 April 2010 (12h00, Brussels time)

2010 cycles (2)
• July 2010:
launch of competitions for:
– Translators (DA, DE, EN, FR, SL)
– Interpreters (BG, EN, NL, RO, SL)

• December 2010:
– Assistants

Other 2010 competitions
• Lawyer linguist competitions:
several waves of competitions during 2010;

• Specialist competitions:
first wave of 5 competitions to be expected in April with
others later; first wave likely to include:
– Information Security Systems – INFOSEC
– Library/Documentation
– Competition Law
– Economics in the field of Industrial Organisations
– Audiovisual

Where to apply

The competition

Who can apply – basic requirements

Who can apply - qualifications

• Citizens of the 27 Member States
• Knowing at least 2 official EU languages
– Currently 2nd language must be EN, FR or DE

For Administrator grades:
• University degree (bachelor)
For Assistant grades:
• Higher secondary education (at least)
• Relevant professional experience
NB: Specific requirements for each competition
– see Notice of Competition

Competition structure – general overview

 

 


1. Admission Tests (CBT)
– multiple-choice tests in EN, FR or DE
– cognitive abilities
– test centre in your country
– all applicants

2. Assessment Centre

EPSO assessment centre in Brussels
– competency-based
– fixed quota


  

3. Reserve list
– fixed quota
See Notice of Competition for details

Competition structure – by type

Computer based tests - overview

Verbal Reasoning - Example

• Verbal reasoning
• Numerical reasoning
• Abstract reasoning (new)
• Situational judgement (new – non-eliminatory)
• AST: Professional skills
• Linguists: Language skills
• (EU knowledge is no longer tested)

in second language (English, French or German)

Verbal Reasoning - Example

Numerical Reasoning - Example

Numerical Reasoning - Example

Example verbal reasoning

Abstract reasoning (sample question)

Situational judgement (sample question)

Assessment Centre

Conclusion - Reserve list

Depending on the competition:
• Case study in the field in question
• Exercises relating to professional skills
• Oral presentation
• Structured interview
• Group exercises
• Practical language tests
• Verbal/numerical/abstract reasoning and
situational judgement tests

EU Careers – recruitment process

• Institutions check profiles of successful candidates
• Candidates invited to job interviews
• Job offer
• Candidate accepts job offer, or remains on reserve list

• List of successful candidates
+ “competency passport”
• Basis for recruitment by Institutions
• Valid for at least one year – may be extended
• No guarantee of a job…

EU Careers – the whole package
• An environment where you are encouraged to learn new
skills and languages:
– Strong focus on training and development
– Language training encouraged
(3rd language required for 1st promotion)

• Flexible working conditions:
– Flexitime, part-time, telework, parental leave, career breaks …

• A great package of benefits:
– Salary, allowances, pension, European Schools, childcare facilities

Other employment possibilities
• Temporary staff: temporary agents
• Contract staff: contract agents
• Traineeships (5 months)
• Seconded national experts (typically 1-2 years)
• Interim Staff (6 months, drawn from local
agencies)
http://europa.eu/epso/discover/careers/staff_categories/index_en.htm

        

More information, questions …
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The universities are supporting more and more complex
processes and systems contributing to sustainable development.
The students should leave universities with qualifications/skills,
competences that overcome society needs.
The concepts and specific characteristics of career,
qualification, education/training, correlations between education/
training, career, jobs, etc., the partnerships between universities,
companies and other institutions, career centres development,
and other related issues, are debated.

Dr. Marian GHEORGHE,
Vice Rector,
University POLITEHNICA
of Bucharest

Final relevant conclusions are presented.

Career, qualification and education/ training systems
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• Career, qualification, education/ training system
and, also, profession, job, etc. are major concepts.

Career, qualification and education/ training systems
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• The staff with responsibilities in legislation matters
and career development should use and promote
the considered concepts function of their
official/common significance.

• The use of the considered concepts is,
sometimes, with meaning dependent
of the context,
and this could generate confusion,
or even errors in certain applications.
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• Society, economy, environment … are acting
more and more as a global system under the
sustainable development constraints.
• The universities, by their high qualified human
resources and expertise, can substantially support
the complex processes and systems contributing
to sustainable development.
• The students should leave universities with
qualifications/ skills, competences that
the advanced systems / new challenges need.

Preliminaries
Concepts & correlations
Evolutions
UPB: a case study
Conclusions
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• The usual significance of each of the
considered concepts should be known by all
students, education/ training institutions,
enterprises, and organizations which
are involved in the specific processes of
education, training, recruitment, counseling.
5
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• The education/training institutions are parts of
the society-economy-environment-… global system.
• One or more education/training institution can
contribute to the realization of different qualifications,
associated to graduates/persons.
• A person with a certain qualification skills competences - has the opportunity
to get one or more jobs.
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Qij

• Each person could have, in his/her
working life, a carrier consisting of
a job or a series of jobs.
• A person could practice his/her own
qualification(s)
as his/her profession,
in entire career or in a part of career.

…
Career
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• The evolution of society, economy, etc. need
new qualifications, and these are to be created and
transferred to persons, mostly by the education/
training institutions which have been adapted to the
considered evolution.
The education/training institutions or persons could
themselves create new qualifications, which
contribute to the evolution of society-economy-...
• The evolution processes of society-economy-…,
and qualifications are simultaneously in
both senses, continuously, very complex.
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• The concepts of career, qualification and
the others are in complex correlations.
• Career development services are dealing
with important matters linked to students,
topics, activities, partners, etc.
• More awareness and real actions are
needed for realizing efficient career
development services.
Career, qualification and education/ training systems
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Core competencies

Specialist competencies

General competencies

Professional behaviour

Assessment

Work search strategies

Group facilitation

Interpersonal competence

Facilitatee ind/grp learning

Career development knoweldge
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Needs assessment/referral

Info/resource management

Work development

Community capacity building
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Proposed Implementation Tools/Approach
Outliner/MindMap-based approach

Mindmap-to-Engine-based approach
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Proposed Implementation Tools/Approach
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Ekin BAŞALP

An Outlook to Career Planning Centers in
Turkey

ODAGEM OSTIM COLLABORATIVE
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
CENTER CO.
&
MIDDLE EAST TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY

MIDDLE EAST TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY

1) The concept of “Career Planning Center”
in Turkey
 History and its development until now

2) Institutions and Establishments having
Career Planning Centers
 Companies

 Private Career Planning Centers (Companies)

 Foundation and very first applications in 1980s
 Operation as job-creating agencies in university campus

 Reasons for the creation of CPCs & Modifications in
the services
 Changing conditions of Turkey (Population growth)
 Increasing competition among students for the University
Entrance Exam

3) Career Planning Center in
MIDDLE EAST TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY

 Provided services
 Differences from the CPCs in the universities

 State and Private Universities
 Operation of the program in the universities
 Some differences in the application of the program
 New developments introduced by the centers

The concept of “Career Planning Center” in Turkey
 History and its development until now

 Brief history and development of the center
 Ongoing projects and services

 Foundation and very first applications in 1980s
 Operation as job-creating agencies in university campus
 Responsable for providing the necessary contact between grad
students& and companies

 Reasons for the creation of CPCs & Modifications in
the services
 Changing conditions of Turkey (Population growth)
 Increasing competition among students for the University
Entrance exam

Increasing number of students taking University Entrance Exam

 Disadvantages of increasing population
Limited number of universities ( Total 132 Private and
State Universities)
 Competition for the university entrance exam increased
(Aproximately 120,000 students among 1,5billion can
place in programs)
 Misbelieve among students and their families

Very few well-established universities
 The fact that the companies regard to the other grad
students of a as disqualified people

Career Planning Centers
Personal and communal career counselling

 Companies
 Private Career Planning Centers (Companies)
 Provided services: Based on self-development
 Prime aim is to achieve the career success of grad students.

 State and Private Universities
 Operation of the program in the universities
 Provided services: Organizations where companies and
students meet
 Differences in state and private universities
 Application of new services( e.g. CO-OP Program by
Bahçeşehir University)

Career Planning Center in

University CPCs provide the following services
 Counseling about the “job application techniques”
 CV preparation,seminars on interviews

 Informing the students about all sectors
 Employment opportunities,working conditions

 Announcements of available job opportunities in all sectors
 Facilities preparig the students to work conditions
 Seminars, exhibitions (Companies-Students)
 Finding jobs according to capabilities and desires
 Work-environment changes for the grad students

Ankara Career fairs

MIDDLE EAST TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY
 METU is one of the first universities creating CPC in the university campus
 Started as a “job creating office” under “Head of Department of Student
Affairs” in 1980
 Renamed as Career Planning Center
in 1992 due to new developments
Some of its activities are:
•
•
•

Career fairs,
Career days,
CPC website

 The main aim is to introduce the companies and their sectors
to the students
 31 companies staged exhibitions
 20,000 students visited the fair in 2008

Career Days
 Culture & Convention Center
in METU campus
 April-May( 2 Months)
 Presentations of companies

Website (Some statistics from the CPC website)
 Registered companies

:

1584

 Registered Student/Grads :

22800

 Active announcements

:

25

 Announcements in 2008

:

713

 Applications in 2008

:

4576
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•

Co-presensation of The Hague University and Zuyd
University

•
•

Mrs Marion Fenijn
Mrs Kitty Triest

•
•

Zuyd University
The Hague University of Applied Science and the
RegioRegisseur

About the Regioregisseur
The linking pin between educational institutes: ROC
Mondriaan, the Haque University of Applied Science and
the University of Delft and SME’s.
•Transfer of knowledge
•Between SME’s in the region and educational institutes
•Between educational institutes and the SME’s in the
region

Effects on the region:
•
Economic interest
•
Possibilities of adjusting curricula
•
Education and job market geared towards each
other
•
Educational interest:
•
Student is able to gain competences related to latest
development in job market

•
•
•
•
•
•

Transfer
How
Determine Stakeholders
Analyse Possibilities
Determine identity
Make it work

Entrepe
neurs

Inter
mediary

Regio

Regisseur

Educational
Institutes

Govern
ment

•

Results

Results

•
•
•
•

Increased accessibility
Increasing number of companies
Increasing number of projects
Increasing cooperation with internal structure of educational
institutes
Increasing cooperation with municipality and municipal
organisations

•
•

•

Contributing to new ways of learning
Contributing to positioning the educational institutes as a
partner in knowledge transfer
Partner of HRM of companies

•

Life Long Learning

Results



Contracts with companies about:
Skills management
Recognition prior learning
Custom-made courses learning and working
To increase the inflow of lower educated staff
Front office and back office




We have started a cooperation with different stakeholders to
certificy people, that do not have a starting certificate
(degree 2)
Stakeholders: the educational institutes, different Chambers
of Commerce, CWI, Municipality of the Haque
Started with: to create an infrastructure between the
different stakeholders: create procedures, internal and
external communication: becoming aware of the importance
of the concept of life long learning

Question
entrepeneur

Stimulate

Transfer
question

Organize

new

Knowledge

questions

Present
answers

Realisation
Project

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Before:
The Hague University
16.000 students
30 different programs
1500 members of staff
MBO (College for Further Education)
40.000 students
120 programs

Thank you for your attention!
Questions?

• Zuyd University
• A different organisation
• Another challenge

• Pitfalls:
• internal organisation
• Professional attitude of internal
stakeholders

• Hogeschool Zuyd - Locaties - Heerlen Maastricht - Sittard

$OPD/DXUHD
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Fundación Universidad-Empresa: who are we?
Private non-profit organization, working with business and academia since 1973
Equal representation on a Board of Trustees that represents 500.000 companies, 16
universities and 385.000 undergraduate and graduate students

FUNDACIÓN UNIVERSIDAD-EMPRESA
UNIVERSITY-BUSINESS FOUNDATION

Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Madrid - Madrid Business Confederation
16 Universities with 30 campuses in Madrid

A MODEL FOR KNOWLEDGE SHARING AND COOPERATION
BETWEEN BUSINESS AND UNIVERSITIES

Fundación Universidad-Empresa: who are we?

(Page 4)
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Session 3: Existing national and regional networks
1st European Convention of Career Centres
Vienna, 15 – 18 April 2010

Fundación Universidad-Empresa: who are we?
We create new scenarios for university-business relations
2010 – International placements for recent entrepreneurs – e3
2010 – 1st online internship experiences – E-Start

We address the challenges and opportunities generated in the framework of universitybusiness relations, with a special focus on:

2009 - 1st graduate entrepreneurs competition – GRADUATE PROGRAMME
2007 - 1st international graduate internship + training placements – GAIA
2006 - Business incubator for university students and graduates – MADRID CRECE

–

Education

2005 - 1st internship placements for vocational training graduates – PASARELA

academic and career orientation for secondary students, customized training programmes for companies and
institutions, course management for universities and business, UE Converge

2002 - Empleo madri+d – specialized job site for PhDs and researchers
2000 - 1st entrepreneurship seminar for vocational training and university students

–

Innovation

–

Entrepreneurship

1997 - 1st graduate internship + training placements – CITIUS

information and advisory services for SMEs, HR for RD&I, RD&I contract and project management, workshops

1995 - 1st student internship placements in Europe – CAMETT ALFA EUROPA
1990 - 1st Job Opportunities Guide

business incubator, on-campus workshops, annual seminar for university/vocational training students, graduate
programme

–

1989 - 1st Master programmes

Job Market and Career Development

1979 -1st university-business foundation created flowing the FUE model. Today the network includes 32 similar institutions

internship programmes for students and graduates, career reorientation for PhDs and researchers, job fairs, job
opportunities guide and website, job placements for junior profiles, studies and reports

1976 - SICUE (University-Business Coordination Service). The model for similar services present today in every Spanish university

Fundación Universidad-Empresa: our network (2)
Chamber of Commerce
+
Business Organizations
Entrepreneurs

Local / Regional &
Central Governments

Secondary Education
Institutions

International agents

Students + Graduates
Universities

Fundación Universidad-Empresa: our network (2)
Agreements with:

Business/Industry

Fundación
Universidad-Empresa

(Page 6)
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1975 - 1st COIE (Job Opportunities and Careers Office). The model for career services present today in every Spanish university

33 Spanish universities
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Alcalá
Alfonso X el Sabio
Alicante
Antonio de Nebrija
Autónoma de Madrid
Barcelona
Cádiz
Camilo José Cela
Cantabria
Carlos III de Madrid
Castilla la Mancha
Complutense de Madrid
Córdoba
Europea de Madrid
Francisco de Vitoria
Granada
La Coruña

Public administratios
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Murcia
Oviedo
Politécnica de Cataluña
Politécnica de Madrid
Pontificia Comillas
Pontificia Salamanca
Rey Juan Carlos
Salamanca
San Pablo CEU
Santiago
Sevilla
Valencia
Valladolid
Zaragoza
UDIMA
UNED

– Madrid City Council
– Regional Government of Madrid
• Dpt of Education
• Dpt of Employment & Women’s Affairs
• Dpt of Economy

– Spanish Government
• Ministry of Education
• Ministry of Science & Innovation
• Ministry of Labour & Immigration
• Ministry of Economy
• Ministry of Industry, Tourism & Commerce
• Ministry of Foreign Affairs & Cooperation

– European Union
• DG Education & Culture
• DG Enterprise & Industry

(Page 8)
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Fundación Universidad-Empresa: our network (3)

Fundación Universidad-Empresa: our activities (1)

Agreements with over 500 companies
Education

Innovation

Academic orientation programmes
for students
SECONDARY SCHOOL – VOCATIONAL TRAINING UNIVERSITY

Customized training programmes
for companies and institutions

(Page 9)

Course management for
Universities and Business

Information and advisory services
for SMEs

HR recruitment for RD&I

R/D&i contract and project
management

Entrepreneurship
Fostering awareness and
promoting entrepreneurship
ON-CAMPUS WORKSHOPS – MOBILE CLASSROOM INTERUNIVERSITY COMPETITION – ANNUAL
YOUNG ENTREPRENEUR DAY

Business incubator
PERSONAL TUTORS & MENTORS
BUSINESS PLAN
BUSINESS INCORPORATION

Fundación Universidad-Empresa: our activities (2)
Job Market and Career Development
Students

Graduates

Internship programmes
START – COOPERA - COOPERACION EN RH+O
LIDER - PASARELA

Combined postgraduate training +
internship programmes
CITIUS – OPTIMUS – GAIA – UNIVEM

Phds & research oriented
profiles

FUNDACIÓN UNIVERSIDAD-EMPRESA
UNIVERSITY-BUSINESS FOUNDATION

Career reorientation and job
placements
MADRI+D JOB SITE
CAREER STRATEGY SEMINARS AND GUIDES
TORRES QUEVEDO

Enhancing student and graduate employability

Job opportunities and orientation

- Monitoring job market needs
- Orientation
- First work experiences in the real sector

GUÍA DE LAS EMPRESAS QUE OFRECEN EMPLEO - GUÍATE
www.quierounbuentrabajo.com
TALENTOTECA: JOBS FOR JUNIOR PROFILES

Studies and reports

Monitoring job market needs
Thematic studies and reports
Our most recent reports refer to:
–
–
–
–
–
–

Graduate job placement (annual)
University career services (2006)
Student and graduate entrepreneurship (2006)
Incorporation of PhDs in business and industry (2007)
Graduate skills & competences vs HR profile requirements: UEConverge (2008)
Graduate career expectations and levels of commitment 2009)
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HR RECRUITMENT NEEDS AND PROFILE REQUIREMENTS - GRADUATE JOB PLACEMENT
STUDENT AND GRADUATE ENTREPRENEURSHIP - UNIVERSITY CAREER SERVICES
GRADUATE CAREER EXPECTATIONS AND LEVELS OF COMMITMENT

Academic and career orientation
• Specific seminars and interactive workshops
–
–
–
–
–

Academic options and opportunities
Definition of personal career plan
Career options and professional opportunities
Job search techniques
Entrepreneurship

• Orientation guides:
–
–

–

Quiero estudiar:
in-depth overview of available higher education options
Guía de empresas que ofrecen empleo:
complete internship & job opportunities guide for undergraduates and recent
graduates
Manual de estrategia profesional:
career strategy manual for research profiles in business

(Page 14)
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First work experiences in the real sector
Student and Graduate Internship Programmes: the framework
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

First work experiences in the real sector
Student and Graduate Internship Programmes: our role

Legal frame work: Real Decreto de Cooperación Educativa / Ley de Universidades
Tripartite agreements (Host Company – University – Foundation)
100% financing from host organizations
Academic and company tutors
Insurance coverage for interns (health care & accident)
Applications accepted year-round
Possibility of customized programmes to meet specific company requirements (special recruitment needs, special
training schemes, for example)

Ø
25 years experience
Over 23.000 student and graduate internships to date
Approximately 80% of interns stay on with their host company
More than 500 host companies and institutions

•

Recruitment and pre-selection process of student and graduate candidates

•

Recruitment of host companies and institutions

•

Counseling & orientation for candidates, host companies and institutions

•

Support in the design and coordination of mandatory postgraduate programmes

•

Legal and financial administration (tripartite agreements, insurance policies, taxes, company
invoices, grant payments, etc.)

•

Marketing and promotion to different target groups (students, graduates, universities, business, …)

•

Customization of programmes

First work experiences in the real sector

(Page 16)
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–
–

specific company requirements (special recruitment needs, special training schemes, for example)
specific profiles (liberal arts, HR, BA, vocational training, for example)

First work experiences in the real sector

Student Internship Programmes

Graduate Internship Programmes

•

•

Students are given the opportunity apply their knowledge in a real professional work
environment, while acquiring valuable business skills
Admission subject to prior completion of at least 50% of total degree credit load
Internships in companies, institutions or business associations located in the
metropolitan area of Madrid
3 to 6 months, during the academic year or special summer programmes
Part-time (20 to 25 hours/week), morning or afternoon shifts
400 € minimum monthly grant

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

First work experiences in the real sector
Graduate Internship Programmes: an example of good practice

(Page 18)
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•

Maximum age 30 years old, under 6 months experience in degree field, Spanish and foreign
graduates
Internships in companies, institutions or business associations located in Spain and abroad
12 to 18 months, full-time
800 to 1500 € monthly grant
Mandatory postgraduate courses (University postgraduate programmes specifically
designed for the different internship programmes, 160 to 300 hours, classroom and/or online)
Upon completion of the programme (academic courses and internship) graduates receive a
postgraduate degree granted by the participating university

First work experiences in the real sector
•

Working together with business and universities: some recent examples

•

Promoted by Universidad de Alcalá and Fundación Universidad-Empresa since 2007 (3
editions)

•

Vodafone Research: rotational programme in corporate research centres in Spain, Germany and UK

•

International internship + graduate course programme with a special focus on global
business environments

•

EADS Europe: international corporate mobility (Spain, Germany, UK and Italy)

•

216 graduates from 17 countries and 40 international companies have participated to
date

•

ADESLAS Hospital Management: specialized training + career development plan

•

HP University Campus: intensive specialized training + job options

•

E-Start: online resolution of real business cases

•

6 or 12 month monitored internship complemented by a postgraduate programme (300
hours, 90% on-line):
–

•

Corporate Culture, Business Law, HR, Business Finance, Communication Strategies, Management
Tools, Team Work, Negotiation Skills, Coaching, …

Placements may include stages in host companies’ offices in Europe, Asia, Africa and
Arab countries

–
–
–
–
–
–
–

in response to the growing need of internships (mandatory and/or optional) within the new EHEA degree
curricula (undergraduate & graduate)
adapted to EHEA, the programme grants ECTS credits + business certification
financed by HEIs, responsible for the procurement of curricular internships for their students, and
cost-free for participating companies
individual or group internships supported by academic and company tutors
ideal for fostering university-business relations with SMEs
based on a Web 2.0 platform

Programmes are successful when:
-

built upon strong university-business links and cooperation schemes

-

responding to the needs of all intervening parties: higher education
institutions, students & graduates, employers

-

designed within transferable models

-

based upon permanent monitoring and prospection (observatories, trend
studies, sectorial reports, etc.)

(Page 20)
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First work experiences in the real sector

International scope
•

Members the European Universities Association (EUA)

•

Agreements with over 25 universities in:
Italy / UK / Sweden / France / Germany / Finland /USA / Syria

•

Promotors of university-business foundations in:
México / Colombia / Chile / Argentina

•

Promotors of international programmes for young graduates
–
–

Fundación Universidad-Empresa
www.fue.es
Contact info:
Oscar Cubillo
Director de Expansión y Desarrollo
ocubillo@fue.es
+34 91 548 98 74

–
–

GAIA Internship Programme: Spanish companies in Europe / Africa / Asia / Arab World
e3 – Enabling Entrepreneurs across Europe: mobility programme for recent entrepreneurs in
Spain, Germany, Portugal and France
Ibercomet: international internship exchanges for Spanish and Latin American graduates
Camett Alfa Europa: international internships for Spanish graduates in Europe

Transilvania
University of Brasov

Transilvania
University of Brasov

The university as an opening to the labour market

New developments in Career centers in
Romanian Universities

Marcela Rodica Luca, Laura Teodora David
Transilvania University of Brasov

CareerCon, Wien, April 14-18, 2010

•

Main objective of the university: quality education for a better
employability at the end of the studies in an evolving world of
professions.

•

The reputation of the university is build on the employability of the
diplomas provided.

•

Adapting to the changing nature of professions implies pressure on
higher education.

•

This means a whole strategy of enhancing the employability by various
ways.

•

Adapting the curriculum to the new requirements is a “must”, but it is not
enough.

•

Complementary measures are needed in order to enhance the
employability.

•

One of the obvious answers seems to be the career center.

1

CareerCon, Wien, April 14-18, 2010

Transilvania
University of Brasov

Transilvania
University of Brasov

Data from the field research

Legal Frame
•

2

In 2005: Written Disposition of the Ministry of Education and
Research concerning the enhancement of the employability of
graduates by:

•

New research is needed in order to identify the competences
required on the white collar labor market.

•

Previous studies on:

– Narrowing the field of specialisms

– the demands and offers on the job market,

– Development of the research in universities

– the employability of graduates in different professional
domains,

– Establishment of Career Centers in universities.

– the level of satisfaction of the graduates and employers
with the competences provided by the university.

CareerCon, Wien, April 14-18, 2010

Employability of graduates and
competition on the job markets
•

3

Case study:
Career centers in Romanian
universities after 5 years

Transilvania
University of Brasov

Career centers offer different services for students in order to
connect them early with the employers' demands by:
– Specific training for professional insertion, by workshops, summer
schools, and individual and group counseling.

•

Wide spread in other countries, the career centers are now present
in Romanian universities.

•

But how do they define their mission and how do they perform
their activities?

4

Transilvania
University of Brasov

Method:

– Job fairs, practical placements, part-time jobs, voluntary work.

CareerCon, Wien, April 14-18, 2010

CareerCon, Wien, April 14-18, 2010

• Search of web presentations for the activities of the career
offices in 13 Universities from Romania using an analysis grid.
• Issues analyzed:
– The mission statement and the objectives
– The activities and services offered.

5

CareerCon, Wien, April 14-18, 2010

6

1. Resource center for
students – access to career
information

Transilvania
University of Brasov

Results
•

Counseling: career planning, training of self presentation for
career, models for employment’s forms, psychological
testing

•

Links for work related legislation

•

Links to recruiting agencies and employers’ sites

•

Links to other useful sites

•

Access to other forms of cultural and socio-economical
education besides university offers (e.g. language courses)

•

Workshops and training

•

Career fairs

General mission of the offices:
1. Resource center for students – access to career information
2. Resource center for possible candidates (high school students)
3. Link between enterprises and students

CareerCon, Wien, April 14-18, 2010

2. Resource center for
possible candidates

Transilvania
University of Brasov

7

CareerCon, Wien, April 14-18, 2010

3. Link
Link between enterprises and
students

Transilvania
University of Brasov

8

Transilvania
University of Brasov

• Practical placement, part time job
•

Promotion of the university on the educational market by
caravans, TV programs, and other.

• Graduation dissertations in practical placements

•

Editing admission guide, promotional brochures and handouts.

• Students involvement in joint U-E research and
education
• Selection of candidates for employers
• Company presentations

CareerCon, Wien, April 14-18, 2010

Conclusions of our web
research

9

CareerCon, Wien, April 14-18, 2010

Transilvania
University of Brasov

• In some universities, career centers existed already
before the issue of the above mentioned legal frame.

What should do a career center in
order to accomplish its mission?

10

Transilvania
University of Brasov

Main functions of a career center:
–

• In each university the functions and activities of the
career center were considerably different.

–
–
–
–

• During the last year, the websites of the career
centers improved considerably, but there is room for
more.

Exploring the labor market and facilitating the access of the
students
Implementing employability enhancement measures
Follow-up of the students’ professional insertion
Feedback to the study programs
Curricular adjustment

• No follow-up study results were found concerning the
effectiveness of the career centers.
CareerCon, Wien, April 14-18, 2010

11

CareerCon, Wien, April 14-18, 2010
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Presentation Overview

A career website communication space
and a University Student centre,
two complementary student and
enterprise-oriented resources
The case of La Rochelle, France.

•
•
•
•
•

N. Pasternak Eboueya,
M. Eboueya
University of La Rochelle

Effective communication, student guidance
accommodated information,

Effective communication, student guidance
accommodated information,

• New role and challenges of Higher Education
• Required to get adapted to socio-economic
changes (a full range of activities)
• Required to set up sustainable common
projects with external partners
• Challenges: ever-increasing student
population, mass teaching, socio-economic
changes entailing professional reconversion
(continuing education), impact of regional
financing (involvement in the regional
development)
Effective communication, student guidance
accommodated information,

2

University of La Rochelle :
some figures

Context
•
•
•
•
•

3

University of La Rochelle :
its approach

4 Faculties
70 Degrees
7, 000 students
430 Faculty members
720 Professional members

Effective communication, student guidance
accommodated information,

4

Means and actions

• Proactive, voluntary, willing to face new
challenges
• Adjusting to the industry/enterprise
expectations
• Emphasis on communication indispensable to
accompany and ensure change(s)
entrepreneurship, career self-management
and work legislation.
• Objective: to secure the coherence between
education and employability.
Effective communication, student guidance
accommodated information,

The Context
Means and Actions
Activities
Comparison
Conclusion

Maison de la Réussite et de l'Insertion Professionnelle

• A Student Centre created in July 2007
• Recognized as a Professional Integration
Platform by the Ministry of Higher Education
• In accordance with the Regional development
strategies and with the labour market.

5

Effective communication, student guidance
accommodated information,

6

Means and actions

Means and actions

Maison de la Réussite et de l'Insertion Professionnelle

• a Structure aiming to ensure optimal
conditions of success in studies.
• a Career Centre assisting in professional
integration via support and guidance services
(search for placement/job ; enterprise
networking ; creation workshop).
• a Documentary Resource Centre.
• A team of Counsellors.

Coordinating several services
Organizing and implementing actions of :
• Information
• Orientation
• Aid to success
• Accompaniment to the first job

Effective communication, student guidance
accommodated information,

7

• Career Centre run by BAIPE
• Initially : traditional assistance
(advice for CV, ... , documentary resources)
• As from 2004 : 'Creation Workshop' labelled
by Region Poitou-Charentes
(over 200 students since 2005)
to facilitate professional insertion through
projects and developing qualities such as
initiative, creativity, imagination, teamwork,
autonomy.

• Accommodating information on the
website :
• A mix of advice and resources
(placement/company directories,
local competences, career opportunities)
• Numeric work environment : easy
navigation, availability of information.

9

Activities 

Effective communication, student guidance
accommodated information,

10

Activities 

• 'Creation workshop' : an entrepreneurship
space
• to help the student convert his idea into the
very realization of his project
• to offer customized interviews (action
planning, follow-up, technical assistance,
budget, business plan).
• to enhance students' projects (various
symposiums).
• to organize specific training sessions with
diverse topics.
Effective communication, student guidance
accommodated information,

8

Activities 

Means and actions

Effective communication, student guidance
accommodated information,

Effective communication, student guidance
accommodated information,

• Objective : to promote students'
entrepreneurship
• Specificity : putting entrepreneurship at the
heart of syllabi, with
• Different modules/subjects linked to enterprise
creation , such as : enterprise creation project
management (30 students in 2009) taught by
professional experts
• Lectures given over 3 days
• Workshops every Monday evening.
11

Effective communication, student guidance
accommodated information,

12

Activities

Comparison

• PULPE : a call for projects initiated by ULR
and CDA
• A regional grant for students willing to create
(6 -10 projects per month)
• Café des Projets : « an idea, a project, some
help » ; a regional initiative
• Aim : to set up close relations between
University and Enterprise, to favour the
insertion of young graduated and to promote
the university's competences and know-how.
Effective communication, student guidance
accommodated information,

• Advantages of website : quick, easy,
flexible and accessible, bookmarkable.
• Drawbacks : no immediate response,
limited impact, can get lost and can
waste time, may not have the right
answer to one's questions.
• Solitary approach.

13

Effective communication, student guidance
accommodated information,

Comparison (cont.)

Conclusion

• Drawbacks of Student centre : closure times,
not permanently accessible, distance, need
for appointments.
• Advantages : human interaction, guided and
direct, commitment and synchronization of 3
dependent actors.
• Collaborative work, based on local networks,
collaborations with local, regional councils, job
centres, Chamber of Commerce and Industry,
Managing Directors' unions ...

• Website : first step. Full range of documents,
indispensable condition for students to make
their opinions => a multiplicity of tools which
will be enhanced thanks to the MRIP.
• Student centre (MRIP) : a triangular relation.
Customized information, guidance,
methodological assistance for documentary
research, helping students to develop and
elaborate strategies, effective communication.

Effective communication, student guidance
accommodated information,
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Effective communication, student guidance
accommodated information,

Conclusion(cont.)

Conclusion

• Complementary ? Right combination of
independent research and guided approach.
• The ambition is to help students become
better role-players in their professional life and
build their professional project.
• Counsellors give them the opportunity of
exerting their full autonomy (time for reflection,
personal progression, plurality of perceptions)

• A significant increase of appointments asked
by students => feasibility, networking,budget,
financing ...
• Entrepreneurship, the act itself, is demystified.
• But an observatory is necessary : OFIVE.
• Need for statistics and surveys : rates as
regards student success and professional
integration.
• Need for feedback, for present and
prospective actions.

Effective communication, student guidance
accommodated information,
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Effective communication, student guidance
accommodated information,
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Transilvania University

Transilvania
University of Brasov

Career counseling services in
Transilvania University of Brasov
Laura Teodora David, Simona Lache, Marcela Rodica Luca
Transilvania University of Brasov

•
•
•
•
•

Transilvania
University of Brasov

public university, since 1948
16 faculties
over 27.000 students
850 academic teaching staff
study programmes
– bachelor (119)/ master (53)/ doctoral programmes (16)
– full time (152)/ part time (6)/ distance learning (14)

CareerCon, Wien, April 14-18, 2010

Key concepts

CareerCon, Wien, April 14-18, 2010

• National and international projects

• Excellence in research

• Human resources

• Higher employability of graduates

CareerCon, Wien, April 14-18, 2010

CareerCon, Wien, April 14-18, 2010

Transilvania
University of Brasov

Vice-Rectorate of Links between University and
the Economic/ Social/ Cultural Environment
Department of Links between University and the Economic/ Social/ Cultural
Environment – DESC
→ Quality Reference Centre for Students Practical Placement
Information, Counseling and Career Orientation Office – CICOC
ALUMNI – Tracing studies on graduates career
International Relations Office - LLP Office
CareerCon, Wien, April 14-18, 2010

Transilvania
University of Brasov

• Management structures

• Quality education

Management structures

Methods

Transilvania
University of Brasov

Management structures

Transilvania
University of Brasov

Department of Links between University and the
Economic/ Social/ Cultural Environment

Communication interface between the university and the
extra-academic environment - three major directions:
- Students education and training: by developing cooperation in practical
placement, graduation / dissertation theses with subjects proposed by the
economic environment; identifying the needs of the economic environment
and changing the academic curricula in terms of these needs;
- Research and development: joint scientific research and technological
transfer;
- Training in alternative systems: life-long education, open distance learning,
low frequency - identification the needs of the extra-academic environment
and their tuning to the university offer
CareerCon, Wien, April 14-18, 2010

Management structures

Transilvania
University of Brasov

Transilvania
University of Brasov

Quality Reference Centre for Students Practical
Placement
Identify and check for quality standards local enterprises that
offer practical placement
Regional contact point for quality assurance of students’ transnational placements
Manage data base with checked enterprises
CareerCon, Wien, April 14-18, 2010

Management structures

CareerCon, Wien, April 14-18, 2010

Transilvania
University of Brasov

Cf. Edmund Zirra,
KOOR/BEST Karlsruhe

Management structures

Transilvania
University of Brasov

Information, Counseling and Career
Orientation Office

International Relations Office

Communication interface between students and the university

Communication interface between the university and the
international academic environment/ international placements

Counseling: career planning, training of self presentation for career,
models for employment’s forms, psychological testing

manages exchange programs at international level for students and
teaching staff

Organizing: workshops and trainings, career fairs
Disseminates opportunities for practical placement/ scholarships/ part-time
jobs to the students

CareerCon, Wien, April 14-18, 2010

Management structures
ALUMNI
Tracing studies on graduates’ career

- Differences in development at faculties level
- Under implementation at institutional level

CareerCon, Wien, April 14-18, 2010

CareerCon, Wien, April 14-18, 2010

Transilvania
University of Brasov

Related projects

Transilvania
University of Brasov

• 1996-1999: Tempus CME-9602011
• 1998-2001: TRUST – Training unit for secondary teacher
• 2001-2004: Program on entrepreneurial skills among youth
and financial access improvement
• 2002-2005: Technical training and accreditation system for
entrepreneurs
• 2005-2007: School of entrepreneurs – integrated
development of entrepreneurial achievers
• 2009-2011: EDU-Entrepreneur
CareerCon, Wien, April 14-18, 2010

Related projects

Transilvania
University of Brasov

Networks
• 2005-2007: EUI-Net European University-Industry
Network
• 2007-2010: EUE-Net European UniversityEnterprise Cooperation Network
• 2008-2010: Q-PlaNet A model Network for
transnational Quality Placements in enterprises
• 2008-2010: BIS-Net Europe Enterprise Network
• Strategic projects for higher education (5 branches)
CareerCon, Wien, April 14-18, 2010

Conclusions

Transilvania
University of Brasov

• Academic teaching staff – as coordinators of
management structures (vice-rectors)
• Academic teaching staff as contributors (in
management structures, in projects)
• Administrative staff
• University partners

CareerCon, Wien, April 14-18, 2010

Transilvania
University of Brasov

Career services sustained by multiple sources
• greater diversity
• increased offer
• high work load on academic and administrative staff
• dependent benefits on time/ objectives of the
service’s sources

CareerCon, Wien, April 14-18, 2010

Human resources

Transilvania
University of Brasov

THANK YOU!

CareerCon, Wien, April 14-18, 2010

Polish Network of Career Services –
potential, perspectives
and professionalisation
professionalisation
in view of strategic developments

z
z

in higher education

z
z

Background – Bologna strategy
Origins of career services in Poland
Current situation – potential, results of 2009 survey
Perspectives for the future

Monika Domaska
AGH University of Science and Technology
Kraków, Poland

Bologna Process - keywords
compatibility, comparability, transparency,
European Higher Education Area, credits, social

z

In the 50ties – work for all – job offices at
universities distributing job orders

z

Unemployed
= social parasite

dimension, lifelong learning, education,
reserach, innovation, employability,
mobility, student centered learning, data
collection, multidimensional
transparency tools.

Careers
Careers Services
Services in Poland – 90ties XX c.
z

Transformation, cost cuts, no regular service at
universities –
z Multinational companies – recruitment actions – need
of assistance responded by:
– Students organisations AIESEC, BEST, IAESTE
– NGOs (USA Fulbright) Educational Advisory Services
– Commercial headhunting organisations
z

Unemployment – need of assistance responded by:
– Public sector - Labour Offices

Careers Services

Career Services in Poland – development
XXI c.
z

Successful pilot European projects: Know How
Fund, TEMPUS, Expand, Leonardo
z Cooperation with state institutions ministries,
• Ministry of Labour 1st Job programme,
• Ministry of Science and HE EU funds
z Need – rankings, promotion

Academic Career Services

Careers Services in Poland - numbers

(from: Law on job market institutions)

Units operating in the area of professional activisation of
students and graduates, managed by a university or
students organisation with the tasks including a.o:
a) providing information on job market and development
opportunities through further education;,
b) collection, cassifying and making available of job offers,
internships offers,
c) keeping databases of students and graduates interested
in job seeking,
d) assistance to employers in recruitment of candidates
from among students and graduates,
e) assistance to students and graduates in active job
seeking.

Number of HEIs in Poland by regions*
Universities types in Poland

25
9
20

15
20

8%

39

7

17%

state universities

94

private universities

35
32

17
14

6

vocational colleges
(PWSZ)

75%
type
state

41

private

15

40

vocational (PWSZ)

number
71
320
35

Number of Career Services *
Career Services in Poland

24
11
10

8
10
28

7

58
17

15

23

6

3

type
state

29

private

23

13

vocational (PWSZ)

number
67
185
29

CS research summer 2009,
sample structure N=122

CS research summer 2009,
sample structure N=122

University type

type

number

state

48

private

42

vocational (PWSZ)

24

CS research summer 2009,

CS research summer 2009

Present models

number of employees

z

Default: situated within university structure, reporting
to the Rector, deputy Rector, chancellor, located at
campus, office status i.e. non-academic

z

Staff 73% 1-3 employees (36% 1 person), but in 7 cases
5 people, in 2 cases 8 people

z

Separate organisation (foundation, association), having
legal entity, co-operation agreement with university,
billings

Single office for the whole university – several for
separate faculties

CS research summer 2009:
main activities

z
z
z
z

Counselling for students
Services for employers
Training
Research – first destination surveys

Number of employees

Number of CS

% N=122

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

49
24
24
8
5
3
5
2
2
122

40%
20%
20%
6%
4%
2%
4%
2%
2%
100%

No data
Total

Destination surveys by type of
universities N=115
30
120%

CS survey, summer 2009:
other activities

z

25
100%

Cooperation with high schools
Cooperation with employers by branch
z Counselling for disables students/graduates
z Promotion and surveys in the area of students
entrepreneurship
z

2080%
yes
yes
no
no

1560%
1040%
520%
0 0%
state
state

private
private

vocational
vocational
college
ll

other
other

CS survey, summer 2009:

CS survey, summer 2009:

other activities

other activities

z
z
z
z
z
z
z

Websites , virtual guides - distance counselling
Elaborate training cycles Academy of Competence, Graduate
on Job Market
Collecting information on employers and job market
Presentation of graduates – Best Graduates project
Operating as job agency
Organising internships competitions

CS survey, summer 2009:

25000-250000
Euro

z

universities
CS
Qualified staff

number of CS
5000-25000 Euro

20

40
to 5000 Euro

M bilit

yes
no number of CS

over 250000 Euro

PO KL

0
Office development

z

students
48%

Training

z

Gov. agencies

Other

Erasmus

z

Careers
Careers Service - for whom?

external financing

52%

z

Support for students activities: Toastmasters club, Cashflow
club, Alumni club
Organisation of alumni parties
Organising of internships for students of HRM, psychology
(specialisation counselling)
Legal and educational counselling for foreigners
Organisation of „greenhorn camps”
Involvement in promotional activities of universities

60

companies

Present needs

Careers
Careers Services
Services - strengths
z

z

Promotion (university, region)
z Quality of studies/services – university as
student-friendly organisation we do take care of
you approach
z Feedback
z

z
z

z

People - real engagement of experienced
employees
Infrastructure, equipment
Location at universities
– associated with well known names
(e.g. Jagiellonian University)
Big number of career offices
– a real power
Well defined aim and confirmed need
Cooperating networks (82%)

Satisfying needs of employers
z Establishing contacts with business

z

Careers
Careers Services
Services - weaknesses

Careers
Careers Services
Services - threats

z

Material basis still too small to satisfy needs
Many obligations of staff
z Lack of sustainability
z Non academic institution at university – an office
or an education centre?
z

Careers
Careers Services
Services - opportunities

z

Becoming a real opinion maker partner
z Becoming a source of information for
universities and government
z Partners to employers
z

Partners in European projects

z

z
z

Need for money - EU projects far from mainstream
Individual, non homogenous activities – lack of
effect of scale

Careers
Careers Services
Services - opportunities

Possible areas of cooperation:
z Information exchange
z Search for placement opportunities in Poland and abroad
z Training and study visits
z Cooperation in HR related areas (including recruitment) for
foreign companies starting their operation in Poland
z Joint research
z Joint projects - networking

Thank you

mdoman@agh.edu.pl

Data base structure

COMPANIES

STUDENTS &
GRADUATES

Career Service

Video CV: an innovative tool for an
effective placement
Gilda Rota, Career Service
16/04/10, Wien

OFFERS

INTERNSHIPS

JOBS

Why a video CV?

Why a video CV?

Internships abroad

The new age of recruitment

350

330
310

300

6 out of 10 companies assume that the VIDEO-CV will
become an integral part of application tools;

236

250
214

1 out of 5 recruiters has already examined one or more
VIDEO-CV;

200

90% of recruiters claim that they would be really
interested in a VIDEO-CV.

155
150
119

Source: Video Resume Survey, by Vault.com company
specialized in human resources
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Career Service

Companies access

Video CV overview

Through the Video CV our students can record a 2minutes’ virtual presentation of themselves using a
webcam.
This innovative tool gives the chance at meeting up
more efficiently with foreign companies (better
understanding of foreign language, of attitude, self
confidence).
Moreover, we offer companies face-to-face
interviews with applicants by using the virtual
remote interviews tool.

 www.careerservicepd.com
 Website in English and in Italian
 To fill in your data you have to visit:
 Internships area
 Job placement area
 The users must register to access the services (link:
company registration)
 They receive username and password by email
 They are now able to enter internship and job offers
in their restricted area (company login)

Company registration

Offer entry

Offer approval

Students and graduates access

www.unipd.it/stage
www.unipd.it/placement
www.careerservicepd.com
Interships area
Placement area
This service is addressed only to students and
graduates of the University of Padua
They must log in using their student ID and a password
given by the admissions office

Curriculum entry

Video CV

 Students/graduates have to entry all the compulsory
data
 In the end a link “Video CV” appears
 Students/graduates have to accept the terms of the
Privacy Protection Law
 They have to enable the webcam
 We provide technical instructions and advices on
what to say during the presentation
 Whether students/graduates don’t have the webcam
they can book a recording room in our office

Our office selects for the companies a short list of CVs
The companies can contact the students/graduates to
schedule an on line meeting: the Remote Interview
There’s no need to download any software, it’s enough
to connect the website to start a video-chat

Video CV recording

Video CV approval

Matching

Applications management

Remote interview

University commitment

Our commitment is to:
•give the possibility to film and to record the video CV at
home or in the recording room in our office
•guarantee the Video CV quality and truthfulness
•give the possibility to have on line chats, i.e. remoteinterviews,
•offer the entire service for free

stage.estero@unipd.it
placement@unipd.it

Stage all’estero
Placement all’estero
Remote Interview: Demo

Award-winning Destinations®
• Advice, information, interactive activities

CareerCon
University of Vienna
15-16 April, 2010

– 650+ pages
– 200+ videos
– 50+ activity sheets

• Flexible career learning tool
• Covers:
–
–
–
–

David Stanbury
CCMS Director
University of Reading

• Comes with teaching and learning materials

d.r.stanbury@reading.ac.uk
© University of Reading 2006

Career planning
Opportunities and enterprise
Self-awareness
applying for opportunities

www.reading.ac.uk/ccms

2

Uses

50+ universities and colleges in…

Individual students

©GMIT

Careers courses

©Tusb.standford.edu

3

4

5

6

A challenge
• Do you want to:
– Create many different careers courses from one centrally
supported online resource?
– Embed careers in the curriculum?
– Support international students studying in English?

• You need a resource that is:
– Flexible
– Works with a Virtual Learning Environment (VLE)
– Designed for the web

• See article by Dr. Gerhart Rott: http://
www.bologna-handbook.com/index.php

7

8

Adaptability
• Destinations® is composed of stand-alone, re-usable
learning objects… that you can draw on to build
different careers modules…

image from CompareStorePrices

Destinations®
Values

9

10

11

12

VLE module
Philosophy
Values

Interests

Interests
Careers

Careers

Physics
Interests

PG study

Careers
PG study

University of Ulster Careers Centre

Bridge to academics

• Accredited careers education modules to 31 degrees

“Many academics now
have a greater sense
of involvement in
careers education
though working with
the careers service
to co-create
Blackboard courses
around
Sandhya Patel, Careers Education
Manager, University of Reading
Destinations®.”

– Owned and delivered by the Career Centre
– Owned by academic faculties; delivered by careers staff

• Lesson examples:
1. Making choices: an introduction to career planning
2. Developing employability skills
3. Using work experience

Image: www.trippist.com

Project led by Dr. Sharon Milner
13

14

Advice pages & E-guidance
Puts the careers centre in control
• Destinations® is a
teaching and learning
resource YOU own
and control.
‘It’s put Roehampton
(Careers Service) on
the map.’ Gill Harvey,
Roehampton
University

Image: Roehampton University

15

Collaborating with colleagues

16

System requirements

• University that have bought Destinations® can swap
material with each other

• It’s a standard website that runs off a normal server

• Mary Sweeney’s team at the University of Limerick,
Ireland

• It must be password protected

–
–
–
–

• It can be quickly installed
• It is a ‘flat’ HTML site, its doesn't need a content
management system

Edited pages
Added new pages
Added Irish web-links
Added Irish videos

• Global design changes can be made using cascading
style sheets

• Their version is being used

• Edit text using Dreamweaver or Front Page etc.

by 15 other Irish universities

• HTML skills are needed for more extensive work
image: deblacamandmeagher.com

17

• Site comes with full technical documentation
18

Buying Destinations®
• Base price = £3,300

Benefits:

– one-off cost
– NO annual licence fee

 Massive resource that is very flexible
 Works for individuals and courses

• 10% discount, if you are prepared to tell other potential
purchasers about your experiences

 Professionally designed
 Learning tool (videos, worksheets, interactive exercises)
 Controlled by the student careers centre

• 10% discount, if you disseminate your experiences to
another university (that doesn’t have the site)
• 10% discount, if you share your learning with another
Licence holder = £2,310

 Can be adapted for your local situation
 Basis for collaboration with other universities
 Addresses global career competences / issues

image: farm2.staticflickr.com
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Practical placement – What & Why?

Virtual Practical Placements:
the Case of Kaunas University of Technology

Danguole Rutkauskiene and Egle Butkeviciene
Kaunas University of Technology

Situation in Lithuania
• Since 2000 practical placement (PP) in higher
education in Lithuania on the national level was
regulated by The Law on Higher Education:
• “In the cases when study programmes provide for a
student’s internship, an enterprise or an
establishment in which the internship takes place
and the student and the higher education
establishment in which he or she studies, shall
conclude a contract of practical training. The
Ministry shall set out the content, form and
procedure of registration of a contract.” [The Law
on Higher Education, Article 42, paragraph 10].

Actors of practical placement
Student

Enterprise

University

Usually practical placement is based on a triangular
agreement between the higher education
institution, student, and the enterprise/institution.

• Practical placement is one of essential parts of
University curriculum.
• Why?
▫ Students have the opportunity to make use of their
theoretical knowledge in practice
▫ Practical placement activities may also cover
searching for and gathering material for the
preparation of students’ diploma thesis.

• Recently the new Law on Higher Education
came into force on May 12, 2009.
• The new Law of Science and Studies (2009)
contains the same text about practical
placements’ contracts and an additional
sentence about responsibility of higher
education institution:
“Higher education institution is responsible for
organizing students’ practical placement”
[The Law of Science and Studies, 2009, Article 48, paragraph 8].
• Thus according to this document practical
placement regulation mostly depend on higher
education institution.

The main problems:
1) Accidental choosing of enterprises;
2) No common practical placement database in
Lithuania;
3) No data about employment of students by the
same enterprise after the period of practical
placement.
4) Problems of management of PP content, tasks,
inadequate supervision.

Practical
placement
takes place in a company
selected by the student
and is tutored by one
supervisor in the
company and another
at University.

One of the ways to be
innovative is a shift from
traditional practical
placements to practical
placements in virtual
space

University is a supplier of:
• effective learning
tools,
• learning
environments,
• learning systems

the student

A virtual practical placement can
be fully supported by ICT.
• It enables students to commit all practical tasks
without having to leave their home.

But more commonly virtual
environments are used in addition
to physical student placement.

As KTU E-Learning Technology Centre is
responsible for e. services in learning,
practitioners together with supervisors
develop:
•update for video lecture system to conform to new
standards of Web2.0 and video delivery services by
developing broadcaster, client subsystems, providing
personalized environment and recommendations;
•build e. system for conferences’ websites of KTU
university, that could aggregate and provide all
information that is needed for conference participats
– conference agendas, call for papers, paper
submission and review processes, e. journals

E. Learning Technology Center (EMTC)
at Kaunas University of Technology
• E. Learning Technology Center (EMTC) at
Kaunas University of Technology started to
provide practical placement for IT engineering
students to research and develop e. learning
technologies.
• Few times in a month supervisors arranges live
meetings with their trainees.
• At these meetings supervisors and trainees can
exchange information, discus some project
related things and make solutions.

E. Learning Technology Center (EMTC)
at Kaunas University of Technology
• uses virtual environment to support management of
students’ practical placement that include:
▫ A website for news, proposals, history and
registrations;
▫ An internal tracking system for effective exchange
of ideas, activity and achievements measurements;
▫ Additional open source tools that facilitate special
needs for files exchange, personal timetables and
instant messaging.

Website
• describes centre, practice topics, past trainees
and projects.
• Using registration form trainees can apply for
their position at E-Learning Technology Centre
trainees laboratory.
• Registration form includes CV submission for
more detail information about participants.
• All registration form was created using Lime
Survey open source survey application. http://
www.limesurvey.org/

Some of the most important aspects
of this system (I):
• Forum. Forum is used for asynchronous
communication between trainees and their supervisors.
Trainees can post their questions, reports about their
progress, help each other with some problems. And
supervisors can track trainees progress, how they solve
problems and help each other.
• Bookmarking. PTracker has integrated
synchronization between Delicious and website. With
this synchronization trainees can create bookmarks
related with their projects and share them with each
other. Therefore trainees can share their findings and
find solve problems faster.
• RSS. Trainees can subscribe for RSS feeds and be up to
date with newest information.

Main tracker: recent activity window

Internal tracking system
• The most important issue in practical
laboratories is trainees’ management.
• For trainees’ management E-Learning
Technology Centre uses open source Drupal
content management system.
• This system is called PTracker. http://
www.drupal.org/

Some of the most important aspects
of this system (II):
• Personal blog. Each trainee has to write personal
blog about his/her progress and findings at the end of
each week. These blogs can be read only by
supervisors and trainees.
• Recent activity. Helpful because everyone can
contribute on new ideas, don’t miss any new
comments and participate in discussions.
• Mass mail. Supervisors can write mass mail to all
trainees and announce important information.
• Statistics. With a lot of statistics at PTracker
supervisors can track trainees activities like posts
count, login statistics, when trainee is online or
offline.

Additional open source tools for
special needs:
• SVN. Subversion (SVN) is a version-control system.
Developers use Subversion to maintain current and
historical versions of files such as source code, web
pages, and documentation. SVN helps manage all
revisions of projects and if trainees make some mistakes
they can go back to any working revision at any time.
• Todolist. Using Todolist trainees can plan their work
for each day, week or month. With time planning
trainees can work at their projects more effectively and
don’t waste time for not very important tasks.
• Skype. Skype group is used when trainee needs answer
to his/her question very fast. Trainees and supervisors
are in the same group and can help each other very fast.

Conclusions
• In our globalized world there is a growing interest in
students’ virtual practical placements.
• Virtual practical placements can support physical
student placement in a number of ways. First, a virtual
practical placement can be fully supported by ICT. It
enables student to commit all practical tasks without
having to leave their home. But more commonly virtual
environments are used in addition to physical student
placement.
• E. Learning Technology Center (EMTC) uses virtual
environment to support management of students’
practical placement. The set of new technologies are
being used to ensure PP in virtual space: a website for
news, proposals, history and registrations; an internal
tracking system for effective exchange of ideas, activity
and achievements measurements; and additional open
source tools that facilitate special needs for files
exchange, personal timetables and instant messaging.
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University - Enterprise connections :
two examples

CDO: a collective process in the french
technological Institutes network
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Traditional role of the university
 Produce and transmit knowledge

New challenges
 To face the difficult situation of the job market
 To respond to the demand of industry and
students for professional skills
 To demonstrate the social and economical
usefulness of the university

SCUIO-IP
Service Commun Universitaire d’Information d’Orientation et d’Insertion Professionnelle

University Center
for Information Orientation and Professional Integration
 Information :
• data base on careers and post-graduate schools
 Orientation :
• career counceling staff
• individual interviews
 Professional Integration :
• forum with enterprises
• workshop on professional topics

New role
Professional objectives
Stronger connections with enterprises

 The university set-up its own organisation
according to its objective and priority

 Creation of a succession of offices with
their own project management

Cellule de coordination
université-entreprise
Office to connect university and enterprise
Connection between the university and the
companies mainly to develop internship :
 Define and control the rules of the practical
placement of students
 Develop new partnerships with companies

EPE
Etudiants Paris7 Emploi
Employment office for students of the university Paris7
 Job search assistance
 Training sessions (résumé, cover letter, application form, job
interview, skills assessment)

 Informations about the job market and career
fields
 Member of FEDORA
Fédération Européenne de l’Orientation Académique

OVE
Observatoire de la Vie Étudiante
Observatory of the « student life »

 Collects and analyses informations related to :
• the student academic curriculum
• his living conditions
• his social life
• his professional integration

European Forum for Student Guidance
http://fedora.plexus.leidenuniv.nl/

The limits of such approach

New responsabilities
for the french universities

• Different offices in charge of connected tasks (no
« common roof »)

LAW OF AUGUST 10, 2007

• Different approaches for similar objectives

All the universities must :

• No unity of place

 inform the students about career options
 develop employable skills
 prepare to transition into employment
 offer jobs and internships opportunities

• Lack of coordination and synergy between offices
depending on different managements
• No performance indicator

BAIP
Bureau d’Aide à l’Insertion Professionnelle
Only one office for helping the students to
professional integration :
• a centralized tool
• a federation of all existing offices
• a single management

Implementation
of the BAIP in progress
To be continued…

A successfull exemple :
The Universitary Institute of Technology
(IUT)
• A bachelor technical and vocational program
• A network of 120 Institutes
• 120 000 students
• 530 departments
• 25 different curricula

Employability

        
 Employability is not limited to an aid « in fine »
to find an internship or a job
 Employability is not only the responsability of a
group of persons or an office, but of the whole
communauty of the Institute

The result of gradual compulsory courses leading to a
« professional know-how » whatever the type of studies
(social science, humanities, technology, …)
• The curriculum included specific topics
pics
 Project management
 Entrepreneurial approach
 Competence management
 Employment and corporate lawss
 interviews and report training
• The curriculum is regularly adapted to the job market
• Internship in enterprise is compulsory
• Project based learning is part of the syllabus



Employability
 is not only the responsability
- of a group of persons
- of an office
 but of the whole communauty of the Institute :

Every body is actor
Who does what ?

The academic staff

The professional staff
Participation of industrial experts to the
curriculum :
• Lectures, tutorial and practical works
• Jury for admission and for examination
• Creation of training modules

The students

• They design and supervise technical and
professional projects

More actors than consumers

• They are internship co-ordinator for the practical
placement

develop career decision-making skills
(evaluation of its individual potential,
research about orientation and
ofession, interview with professional)
profession,

• They maintain and develop connections with the
industry
• They organize on- and off-campus forums, fairs
and workshops

They carry-out a Professional and
Personal Project (PPP) in order to

The students
 They are involved in professional projects with
professional staff :
• Internship in enterprise (40% in foreign countries)
• Projects based learning

The administrative staff
 They assist the efforts of the different
actors
 They participate to the informations to
the future students about careers and
curriculum
 They play the role of the go-between
with industrials

Strong points
A progressive and natural process
An approch which is part of the curriculum
A collective effort which binds a team
A good mutual understanding between
university and enterprise

The students
They organise conferences, forum and
meeting involving enterprises, other universities
or schools and alumni

Some difficulties

 A lot of actors with different background
 An organization based on good will and strong
involvment of individual
 Scattered responsabilities
 Difficulty to transfer to a larger organization

To conclude
 Good will, strong implication and local initiative
cannot be guaranteed on long term
There is a trend to structure and to organize the
individual efforts
A career office in such structure could play a
usefull role of a ressource and coordination center
to reinforce the existing local efforts

Starting 1.1.2010
• Aalto University
Aalto University’s network with Small
Medium Sized enterprises and
entrepreneurship development as a career
option

– Helsinki School of Economics
– Helsinki University of Technology
– Helsinki University of Art and Design

Pentti Mustalampi, Natalia Narits
April 16th, 2010
CareerCon conference from 15th to the 18th of April 2010 , Vienna

Facts and Figures

Small Business Center

•
•
•
•
•

Master of Science degrees
Doctorates
Bachelor of Science degrees
Personnel
Students

SE
400
25
200
520
4000

UAD
200
8
110
450
2000

TKK
1000
160
3700
15000

•

Founded

1911

1871

1849

30 YEARS FOR THE BENEFIT OF SMES
• Service center under the Aalto University School
of Economics
–
–
–
–

Helsinki and Mikkeli campuses
In St. Petersburg, Russia since 1993
In Tallinn since 2004
Ministry of Education reward: UNIT OF HIGH
QUALITY ADULT EDUCATION

Small Business Center

Small Business Center

Main activities

•
•
•
•
•
•

• Promotes academic entrepreneurship, new
business development and SME growth and
development
– Long and short SME business education programmes
– SME research, focused in entrepreneurship and small
business
– Incubation services – Start-Up Center

Training programs 200 / year
Participants 3000 / year
Staff 55 persons
Firms in the Start-Up Center 70
Publications 10-20 / year
EU funded projects since 1995
– European Social Fund, Interreg, Leonardo da Vinci,
Tacis, ENPI

ENTREPRENEURSHIP IN AALTO
UNIVERSITY
Vision for
Entrepreneurship in Aalto

• Aalto University is the world

•

class actor in promoting
academic entrepreneurship,
entrepreneurship education
and producing services for
growth oriented SMEs.
Aalto University will develop
entrepreneurship for new
industries/sectors and markets
by combining new way its three
core competencies (business,
technology and creative
sector).

Target group for
Entrepreneurship in Aalto

Impacts and activities

• Students, researchers,

• Entrepreneurial mindset/virus

•
•

teachers, lecturers in
Aalto university and also
in other universities and
applied science
universities in Metropol
area Finland
Alumni in Aalto
Academic Entrepreneurs
and SME managers

An example of entrepreneurial activities

 Entrepreneurship for Young Students and Researchers
(e.g. YBA)

to everybody

• New ventures with growth
• Commercialized innovations
• Start ups and SMEs integrated
•
•
•
•
•

in education and research
processes
Learning by doing
Entrepreneurial community
(alumni, mentors)
Strong alliances regionally,
nationally, internationally
Entrepreneurship Education
Pedagogy
Graduate and Post Graduate
programs in subject

- Students
- Researchers
- Lecturers
- Teachers
- Staff members

 Short and long tearm events and workshops
together students - SMEs, mentors, alumni
 Entrepreneurship–virtual learning
 Internetional networking events
 Academic entrepreneurship subject
 Entrepreneurship in technology enterprises
 New Venture Development
 Creative Entrepreneurship –program
 Intrapreneurship –program

Incubation
Cent
t
Center

O n Business
Own
 Entrepreneurship Education programs
g ams
gr
ms for
f
teachers, lectures and Staff members
(e.g. InPeda)
b
bers
Intrapreneurship
• Master’s program in Entrepreneurship
hip
• Entrepreneurship Doctoral Program
m
 IPR services

Source: Entrepreneurship in Aalto team

Start-Up Center Business Incubator
•

The new Start-Up Center is an essential part of the Aalto University, beginning operations 2010.
The partners of the Aalto University are: The Helsinki School of economics, Helsinki University of
technology and University of art and design Helsinki.

•

The Start-Up Center focuses of market presence and growing sales of its client companies. We
acknowledge that without customers there is no business activities. Growing profit numbers of our
clients are our number one measurement of our success.

•

Start-Up Center is the right place for small and medium sized companies focusing on strong
growth. The incubator offers dynamic business environment and versatile high quality
services required to support strong growth in business

•

SUC portfolio: 70 companies with strong growth potential, 200 employees

•
•

SUC offers a dynamic business environment with a variaty of services for start-ups.
During 10 years of operations: graduated companies ca. 300, 85 % operating, achieved 30
Venture Capital investments

•

Arabus business incubator operating also in the Start-Up Center. Arabus in focused on creative
business areas: art, design, media etc. (20 companies mainly with Aalto background)

•

Located in the City of Helsinki , total 1300 s.m. premises

Start Up process
Pre incubation – Incubation activities – Post process

Business advisories
Office premises
Virtual services

• Results in company and job figures

Pre Incubation
 Aalto Schools based ideas
–
–
–
–
–

Close interaction with Career Services / Exhibitions and Contact Forums
Cooperation with Aalto Entrepreneurship Society (very active student 400 members;
using effectively social medias))
Close links with research and education / Real Cases (Professorships in
Entrepreneurship)
Venture Cup – business idea competitions
Media, Design and Service Factories – new meeting/networking places studentsfaculty- companies
Entrepreneurship Alumni organisation
Innovation and IPR services

 Young Business Academy and other start up development programmes
by Small Business Center
 Active support by Governmental and Regional Authorities (incl. funding)
 Real case studies with Entrepreneurs and SME managers

– Since 1997 about 300 companies
– Start-Up Center 1.5.2008 – 31.12.2010 about 90 companies
– University of Arts and Design about 30 % entrepreneurs among
graduated (SE/TKK only few percentages)
– Age 25-35
– Started Companies fast growing (32 % Gazelles vs 3%)
– In Uusimaa/Helsinki Metropol Region by Incubation services
established 6300 start ups and 10.000 jobs between 2000-2006

• Internationalization in focus
– Aalto Schools networks
– Small Business Center: Baltic Sea Region
– Partnership agreements interested

Small Business Center
Arkadiankatu 28, 00100 Helsinki, Finland
Lönnrotinkatu 7, 50100 Mikkeli, Finland
Pentti Mustalampi, Director
Tel.
+358 010 2178 623
E-mail: pentti.mustalampi@pyk.hkkk.fi
Natalia Narits, Office manager
Tel.
+358 10 2178 614
E-mail: natalia.narits@pyk.hkkk.fi
Web:

www.hse.fi
www.hse.fi/smallbusinesscenter

Biurokarier.edu.pl
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Witamy w serwisie biurokarier.edu.pl
Kontakt/ O serwisie/ Regulamin/Podręczniki/ Wersja angielska

$

Uczelnie korzystające z serwisu:
Uniwersytet Mikołaja Kopernika w Toruniu/ Biuro Karier UMK
Uniwersytet Rzeszowski/ Biuro Karier UR
Uniwersytet Warszawski/Biuro Karier UW/ Biuro Karier UW

Studenci i absolwenci mają tu możliwość umieszczania CV i
bezpośredni dostęp do ofert  Logowanie
Pracodawcy mogą umieszczać oferty pracy, praktyk, staży,
warsztatów, konkursów i aktywnie poszukiwać kandydatów  Logowanie

Biura Karier korzystają z funkcjonalnej platformy komunikacji ze
studentami i pracodawcami  Logowanie
Dzięki unikalnemu połączeniu z Uniwersyteckim Systemem Obsługi Studiów
(USOS), wykorzystywanym przez wiele polskich uczelni, informacje zawarte w CV
dostępnym dla pracodawcy są aktualne i wiarygodne.
Administracja systemu:
© biurokarier.edu.pl

CDOs Presentations

University of Padua
History

The university was founded in 1222 when a large group
of students and professors left the University of Bologna
in search of more academic freedom 'Libertas
scholastica'.
From 15th to 18th century, the university was renowned
for its research, particularly in the areas of medicine,
astronomy, philosophy and law.

Career Con 2010
Gilda Rota, The University of Padua

This was thanks in part to the protection of the Republic
of Venice, which enabled the university to maintain
some freedom and independence from the influence of
the Roman Catholic Church.
During this time, the University adopted the Latin motto:
Universa universis patavina libertas (Paduan
Freedom is Universal for Everyone).

Wien, 15th April 2010

University of Padua

University of Padua

List of Faculties

The University of Padova offers a wide range
of degrees in 13 faculties:
Faculty of Agriculture
Faculty of Humanities
Faculty of Economics
Faculty of Education
Faculty of Engineering
Faculty of Law
Faculty of Mathematical, Physical and Natural Science
Faculty of Medicine and Surgery
Faculty of Pharmacy
Faculty of Political Science
Faculty of Psychology
Faculty of Statistical Science
Faculty of Veterinary Medicine

Students 2008/2009

57.837

First-year Students 2008/2009
Graduates 2008

8.916
11.757

Teachers 2008

2.396

Administrative Staff 2008

2.327

Career Service
Activities Structure

The Career Service of
the University of Padua

MACRO - SECTORS
INTERNSHIPS IN
ITALY AND ABROAD
CAREER GUIDANCE

Dr.ssa Gilda Rota – Office Manager

LOCAL JOB MARKET
OBSERVATORY

PROJECT
MANAGEMENT
JOB PLACEMENT

Career Service

Internships observatory

Database Structure

Final Evaluation

At the end of the experience an e-mail with Username
and Password is sent both to companies and to interns.

STUDENTS &
GRADUATES

Career Service

COMPANIES

The mail contains a link to an online questionnaire to be
filled in for the final evaluation
The Internships Observatory collects and analyses the
answers and gives a report

OFFERS

INTERNSHIPS

JOBS

Internships

Internships

Trend of internships in Italy

Trend of internships abroad

14000

350

330

12645
310
12000

300

11875
10000

8000

236

250

9005

9338

214
200

7787
6476

155
6000

150
119

4984
4000

100

2869

69
57

1659

2000

68

2408

50

692

7

7

10

13

1997/98

1998/99

1999/00

2000/01

0
97/98

100%

98/99

99/00

7,8%

00/01

01/02

6,0%

02/03

03/04

04/05

7,4%

05/06

06/07

07/08

08/09

0
2001/02

2002/03

2003/04

2004/05

2005/06

2006/07

Internships

Internships
Internships abroad

6,4%

6,6%

6,5%

52,2%

49,3%

50,7%

12,2%

11,3%

6,1%

6,3%

6,2%

24,0%

25,5%

25,3%

330 Internships abroad in the a.y. 2008/09
Leonardo
10%

80%
37,2%

43,2%
54,2%

Crui
14%
Erasmus
6%

60%
10,7%

50%
12,1%
40%

3,7%

30%
20%

6,8%
11,3%

11,0%
7,3%
37,8%

33,2%
21,6%

10%
0%
Non
compulsory
internships
Employment
Occupazione

Compulsory
internships
Charity
Volontariato
work

Graduates

Students

Generic promises
Promesse generiche

2008/09

Job offers after an internship

90%

70%

2007/08

Post graduation
courses

No promises
Nessuna
proposta

Other
Altro

Total

Erasmus Placement
16%
No programme
54%

Career Guidance

Job Placement

Job Counselling

It offers assistance in writing out skills assessments,
with the aim of identifying the job sector which is most
suitable to the applicant’s abilities. We also assist
with writing CVs and in best preparing for job
interviews.

Since 2005, the University of Padova has been
playing the role of job agents to help their students
and graduates find quick, suitable job placement.
Job Placement has been created for:
•graduates and students of the University of Padua
who are searching for their first job positions or new
career opportunities;
•companies in search of professional figures.

•1-2 day seminars on useful topics to best prepare
candidates to find a job
•Individual interviews /counselling
•Courses funded by the European Social Fund aimed
at job seekers
•Skills assessments
•Companies’ presentations
•Career Fair

CVs and job offers are entered directly online and
constitute easy access, highly useful databases.
Specialized Job Placement personnel act as
intermediaries between job requests and offers.

Local Job Market Observatory

Local Job Market Observatory
Analysis of product sectors - Pharos

The “Local Job Market Observatory” aims to:
•Reinforces relations between the University and
Companies
•Investigates on how long it takes for our graduates
to find a job and which are the positions they fill,
through longitudinal surveys on graduates
•Identifies professions skills required by local
employers, through face to face interviews
Survey results are discussed during specific
seminars.
Survey results have been published in “PHAROS”
series, for download go to www.unipd.it/
osservatoriolavoro.

Local Job Market Observatory

Project Management

Graduates’ Survey

•Aims:
•To know what kind of jobs the students of the
University of Padua will get after graduation
•To know if there is a link between degree and
career
•To know which are the working conditions of the
graduates
•To know which skills and competences are
required and which ones are used
•Procedures:
•On line questionnaire (before the degree)
•Computer Assisted Telephonic Interview (CATI)
every six months for 3 years (after the degree)

•High Apprenticeship
•SUV: Sistema Universitario Veneto per la
Mobilità Professionale e Formativa (Regional
University System on professional Mobility)
•MOIRC: Modello Operativo Integrato per il
Riconoscimento e la Certificazione delle
Competenze (Operative Model for Skills
Recognition and Certification)
•EU-VIP: Enterprise – University Virtual
Placements (2010/11, LLP Erasmus Multilateral
Projects)
•UNI-LO: Promoting the EQF learning outcomes
approach within European Universities (2010/11,
LLP EQF Projects)

Thank you for your attention!
www.careerservicepd.com
www.unipd.it/stage
www.unipd.it/placement
stage@unipd.it, stage.estero@unipd.it

Politecnico di Milano

2

Schools:
Architecture
- Environmental Architecture
- Urban Planning
- Architecture
- Construction Architecture
Design
- Communication
- Fashion
- Interior Design
- Industrial Design

Going Global and Professional:
New Frontiers for Politecnico di Milano’s Career
Services

In figures:
- 25222 BSc students & 4822 BSc graduates (2009)
- 8904 MSc students & 2500 MSc graduates (2009)
- 15 MSc and BSc courses taught in English, 4502 foreign students enrolled (2010) and 122
nationalities represented

Career Service - Politecnico di Milano

CareerCon - Vienna, April 15-17 2010
Relatore/
Speaker
Marco Scorti, Francesca Saracino – CareerCon,
April 15-17
2010

Marco Scorti, Francesca Saracino

Preface: our Career Service Policy

3

The Career Service: Assets

4

Politecnico di Milano’s Career Service is completely self-financed and relies on a
company-oriented organization chart:
Politecnico di Milano’s Career Service works with the main mission of helping undergraduates and
graduates in finding a job, discovering their career options and becoming aware of the job
market and the companies & businesses that are out there





sales-commercial division
R&D and project management division
marketing & communication division

Corporate Relations
Career Development
Communication Management



internship management staff

Internship team

We attempt to provide career guidance while giving a sincere picture of the job opportunities that
are available and creating a direct channel of communication between our academic world
and the world of businesses in the interest of our students’ future

The Career Service team is composed of experienced managers and specialists coming from leading
companies who:

In order to carry out this mission, we always experiment new ways of engaging the student &
graduate population and showing them why they should start to think about their future
careers before they graduate








The innovation within our placement services is the main objective which allows us to offer services
constantly in line with the changing needs of students, graduates, companies and the job
market, thus acting as a qualified point of reference for all parties

Relatore/
Speaker
Marco Scorti, Francesca Saracino – CareerCon,
April 15-17
2010

Companies we work with

have deep knowledge of the job market and its dynamics
attempt to accustom students and graduates to business language
are familiar with the processes, customs and needs of businesses
are able to act as consultants for companies
know the companies’ Employer Branding strategies and can offer cutting edge placement services
work with a commercial drive so as to offer a growing number of job opportunities to students &
graduates, allowing them to get to know the market and thus make concious decisions
increase and diversify the occasions of direct contact between companies and the academic world with
the aim of offering our students a complete scenario
attempt to encourage companies to become active players in guiding students & graduates towards a
better understanding of job roles, sectors and markets




Relatore/
Speaker
Marco Scorti, Francesca Saracino – CareerCon,
April 15-17
2010

5

Events and Format Innovation

6

Our Career Services for students & graduates revolve around three key areas:
•
•
•

placement
career guidance
internships

All information & communication tools linked to these areas are an important focus to the purpose of
involving as many players as possible in our activities.
Our career events and placement services are all based on the collaboration with partner
companies. The CS guides the companies with the aim of moving from simple presentations of
the employer to activities which comprise guidance on the existing markets and on job roles.
For these reasons our consultancy for companies is a strategic focus. It is based on the analysis
of the student & graduate population carried out thanks to frequent on-line surveys for the
qualitative part and to the monitoring of registration and participation rates of all events for the
quantitative part.
The surveys are the base to plan innovative formats with the final mission of optimizing the
encounter between students, graduates and companies.

Relatore/
Speaker
Marco Scorti, Francesca Saracino – CareerCon,
April 15-17
2010

Relatore/
Speaker
Marco Scorti, Francesca Saracino – CareerCon,
April 15-17
2010

Innovation in 2010: Sector-Oriented Events 7

New Frontiers
for Politecnico di Milano’s Career Services

Relatore/
Speaker
Marco Scorti, Francesca Saracino – CareerCon,
April 15-17
2010

 Going Global

International Career Services

 Going Professional

Senior Graduate Project

Relatore/
Speaker
Marco Scorti, Francesca Saracino – CareerCon,
April 15-17
2010

9

International Career Services

Going Global

10

As a result, we have recently established an international division whose main objectives are to
deliver international career guidance, develop a network of international partner companies
and create a direct link between these companies and our graduates.

Since 2004 Politecnico di Milano has grown internationally thanks to the introduction of MSc and
BSc courses taught entirely in English, the allocation of scholarships for foreign students, the signing
of agreements with prestigious universities worldwide and the activation of international exchange
programs.

What we offer:

This new international dimension has had an inevitable impact on the activities of our Career Service
and has brought us to develop a specific plan of international career services.

 an international job board on our online portal dedicated solely to offers for internships and jobs
outside Italy (it hosts an average of 18 offers per month with over 20 different countries represented!)
 career events on campus with an international focus (such as the May 25 International Careers
Fair)

Mission
To meet the needs and satisfy expectations of:

 recruiting days, workshops and mini career events dedicated to specific geographical areas
and/or cultural-linguistic backgrounds. Eg. “Work in China”

 foreign undergraduates & graduates who are looking for work experience in Italy
 Italian graduates who are in search of job opportunities abroad
 multinational companies who wish to recruit our graduates for vacancies outside Italy
 Italian and international companies interested in offering our foreign students a career in Italy or in
their home countries

Relatore/
Speaker
Marco Scorti, Francesca Saracino – CareerCon,
April 15-17
2010

 skilled English speaking personnel at the Career Service help desk, where undergraduates &
graduates come to find information on our services and guidance on how to look for a job both in
Italy and abroad

Relatore/
Speaker
Marco Scorti, Francesca Saracino – CareerCon,
April 15-17
2010

11

Going Professional

Senior Graduate Project

12

What we offer:
In a world characterized by international education and careers, workplace flexibility,
frequent career changes and a global economic crisis companies are in search of
professionalism, diversity, new visions & skills.
At the same time, professionals and graduates with years of work experience are
no longer remaining still in fixed job roles, but are now on the constant lookout for
change, new challenges and career opportunities.

For these reasons, our Career Service has recently
developed a Senior Graduate Project with the main aim of
becoming a point of reference both for our alumni who wish
to change their jobs and for companies who are recruiting not
only brilliant new graduates, but also senior graduates with
experience and professionalism!



a senior job board online where companies post their offers for graduates with more than 2 years of
work experience. In 2009 over 600 offers were posted on the senior job board



a job alert system for senior profiles: for each offer published on the senior job board, we send an
email to the senior profiles present in our CV database notifying that on the job board they will find an
offer addressed to them. At the moment our database contains over 1700 CVs.



interviews with senior graduates: during the 2010 edition of Politecnico di Milano’s Career Day our
Career Service will schedule and provide space for individual interviews between senior graduates
and companies looking for senior profiles



career events tailored for the needs of professionals (evening hours, buffets, meetings with
managers, technical presentations, etc.)

Starting from September we will support companies more closely in the research of our senior profiles
through targeted recruitment campaigns and pre-screening activities.
Relatore/
Speaker
Marco Scorti, Francesca Saracino – CareerCon,
April 15-17
2010

Relatore/
Speaker
Marco Scorti, Francesca Saracino – CareerCon,
April 15-17
2010

13

www.careerservice.polimi.it
Marco Scorti
Career Development Manager
marco.scorti@polimi.it
Francesca Saracino
International Corporate Relations
francesca.saracino@polimi.it

Relatore/
Speaker
Marco Scorti, Francesca Saracino – CareerCon,
April 15-17
2010
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University of Graz
Structure and Facts

100
Studies

Environmental and Regional
Sciences and Education
Social and Economic Sciences

4,000

Natural Sciences

Beginners per Year

Catholic Theology

27,000
Students per Year

Humanities
Law
6 FACULTIES

2,600
Graduates

Career Center - University of Graz, Austria

200
Doctoral Students

A Two Year Review

Career Centre

Services for students and alumni

Structure and Facts

A Two Year Review

2003

::

Start of the pilot project „Career Centre“

Services - March 2008

as part of “Unitrain” (Career Service - University of Vienna)
opening: 9th of April 2003

2007

::

Career Centre gets part of the University of Graz
Department Fundraising & Alumni (Career Centre – Fundraising – Alumni)

2007

::

Cooperation agreement with the Public Employment Service Austria (AMS)

Evaluation

 individual career guidance
 workshops
(Job Application, Interview-Training, …)
 online job postings (linking of documents)
 career events (with companies)
 job fair – EXCELLENCE

online survey concerning the
awareness of the Career Centre
focus group
workshops with the team-members
development of new workshop
evaluation forms

Today ::

gaining new insights & ideas
MMag. Sigrid Studler
40h / University

Mag. Barbara Royer
40h / AMS

Mag. Karin Ingolitsch
30h / AMS
Angela Lipp
30h / third-party funds

Knowledge Exchange with Career Services
 at Universities in Vienna
 Roehampton University, London / UK
 University of Bristol / UK

Marketing and Communication
Posters, Flyers, Give-aways

Activities & Innovations
“That's how a job acceptance looks alike – we help you thereby!”
“Career knowledge that sticks to you.”

Marketing and Communication

Beraterinnen
Current Services for students and alumni

Selected Activities

Career Guidance

 semestral letter of the "Vice Rector for Studies and Teaching”
content: information about the services provided by CC & alumni
target group: students who are 3 months before graduation
 ads in newspapers, magazines, university booklets...



“Speed Counselling” – Monday from 9 to 12 a.m.



Individual Career Guidance – every work day with appointment / singular as well as in groups



Topics are:
Content

 lecture-visits

Share

 information desk

Job application

 info desks and workshops at open days, „Unit 1“

Analysis of strengths and weaknesses / potential

10%

 postings in online student communities

Interview-training / simulation

10%

 publication: „Career Guide“

General career questions

 career ambassador

Analysis of the occupational field

2%

 annual running event

Further training

2%



info desk

70%

6%

2009: 850 counselling sessions
(increase of 35% compared to 2008)

annual running event

Homepage-Auftritt
Current Services for students and alumni

Current Services for students and alumni
Jobs and Internships

Newsletter
ONLINE

PRINT

 start: June 2008

Job Newspaper
 twice each semester
 1,000 copies
 obtainable on the campus
 free of charge for students &
graduates
 companies have to pay except
for internships

 registration-form on the website,
promotion in workshops, info desks
 new layout since April 2010
Further activities:
 newsletter for the alumni members
 “Uni Career News” – young graduates
 monthly coverage of 7.200 people
 career-tip of the month – „student news“

Homepage-Auftritt
Website –www.uni-graz.at/careercenter

Homepage-Auftritt
Current Services for students and alumni

2009: further 24,000 annual requests since 2007

Workshops & Events
Workshops are generally free of charge. In a few cases you need to be a alumni member. The duration
of workshops varies between 1,5 hours and 2 days. Since 2007 the number of participants has tripled.
more content, new layout

no data

Year

Number of workshops

Number of participants

2007/08

13 workshops

253 people

2008/09

22 workshops

451 people

2009/10

45 workshops

871 people

Topic-Examples:

2007
homepage-accesses

2008
accesses to „Jobs & Internships“

2009

2010

Jan. 2010: launch of the new Job and Internship-Portal

Searching for Jobs
Job Application
Skills Factory
Job Interview
Assessment-Center
Salary Negotiation
Employment Law
Test Training
….

Homepage-Auftritt
Current Services for students and alumni

Homepage-Auftritt
Services for Companies

EXCELLENCE – annual job fair in November

Opportunities Offered

 presenter: UNIPORT – job service of the University of Vienna
 10th anniversary: 24th of November 2010

Uni Career Center

Career Centre
University of Graz / Austria
MMag. Sigrid Studler
Strassoldogasse 10
8010 Graz, Austria
Tel: +43/(0)316-380 - 1048
Fax: +43/(0)316-380 - 9014
Email: sigrid.studler@uni-graz.at
www.uni-graz.at/careercenter
http://jobportal.uni-graz.at

Thank you!

 jobs and internships
(online and print)
 recruiting events
 newsletter articles
 online advertising
 company packages
 media-cooperations

Table of Contents

TU Career Center
The Career Service of the Vienna University of Technology

 About TU Vienna
 Our Institution
 Recruiting Services

“Success is a Question of Technology”
CareerCon 2010
15th – 18th April , 2010

 TUday – Job Fair
 TUtheTOP – High Potential Program
 Contact Us

Vienna

2

About TU Vienna

TU Vienna looks back on a long tradition at the leading edge
of scientific research and education: Founded in 1815

8 faculties lead by deans:
Architecture and Regional Planning,
Chemistry, Civil Engineering, computer
Sciences, Electrical Engineering and
Information Technology, Mathematics and
Geoinformation, Mechanical and
Industrial Engineering, and Physics.

Facts & Figures
Personal
148 Professors
1.689 Academic staff
989 Administration staff
902 Assistant and Visiting Lecturers , Tutors
3.763 Employees

Students

The University is led by the Rector
and four Vice Rectors (responsible
for Research, Academic Affairs,
Finances and Controlling and
Infrastructure and Development).

23.456 Active students
23,9% Foreign nationals
25,1% Women (01/2010)

Alumni
2.336 Alumni
davon 238 PhD

Beyond Engineering

Our institution– Services &Products

TU Ball –the most traditional ball in Vienna
The Strauß brothers – also alumni of our university – dedicated a lot of waltzes and
polkas to the students of the Imperial and Royal Polytechnical Institute

TU Orchestra
Since 1984, international concertjourneys

Soccer Team FC TU Wien
Academic Vice World Champion 2003, Austrian Champion

6

TU Career Center in detail - one-stop career planning

Recruiting Services for Students, Alumni and Business Clients

 Contact with 500 national and international companies
 Website www.tucareer.com
 Jobs
– Job Platform - Employment Market with fully automated E-recruiting Tool

 Thesis
 Events
 Information about jobmarket, career entry and companies

 Co-operation with internet job exchange derstandard.at
 myTUcareer.com – Database with various service features
 3.200 registered alumni
 Online Applying
 Newsletters (jobs, events and general)

 Search & Select – customized full service personnel selection process
 Apply.ING – applying guide book

7

8

TUtheTOP - The High Potential Program of the Vienna University of
Technology

TUday2009 - The Job Fair of Vienna University of Technology

 Annual Job Fair
 2nd of April, 2009
 On Campus with 3 different locations
 About 100 exhibitors
 2.800 visitors
 13 company presentations in different lecture rooms

 Annual Promotional Program (duration: one academic year)

 4 panel discussions with CEO‘s

 10 partner companies

 Handover of the „Verbund Woman Award“

 60 participants with superior course achievement, international experience, work
experience, social competence

 250 vacancies on jobwalls

 Exclusive social program with personalities from the fields of sports, politics and
sciences
 Individual personality coaching with potential analysis as well as the acquirement of
additional qualifications in the area of social or communication skills

9

The Partner Companies 2009/10

10

How to Become a Participant in TUtheTOP?
Résumé analysis and
Assessment Center at
the TU Career Center

Partner companies

TUtheTOP-Pool

Applying through
the online portal
Selection based on
student performance
at TU Vienna
Students at
TU Vienna

Participants apply to 2 partner
companies

11

12

Impressions of the Kickoff 2008/09 at our Media Partner in Palais
Trauttmansdorff

Contact us

 TU Career Center GmbH (LLC)
Schaumburgergasse 1/2/15
1040 Vienna
 http://www.tucareer.com
 Phone:+43-1-504 16 34-10
 Fax:

+43-1-504 16 34-9

 Email: office@tucareer.com

13

14

Tallinn University of Technology
• 14000 students
• 8 faculties
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Chemical and Materials Technology
Civil engineering
Economics and Business Administration
Information Technology
Mechanical Engineering
Power engineering
Science
Social sciences

• + 4 colleges around Estonia

Careers Service of
Tallinn University of Technology
Kristel Habicht,
Mirjam Lindpere
career@ttu.ee
www.ttu.ee/career

Organisational structure of
Careers Service of TUT
Careers service is a part of Office of
Academic Affairs, which allows directly to
the vice rector for Academic Affairs
2 careers officers:
1. Careers counselling, workshops, seminars,
careers information for students
2. First destination surveys, employer`s survey,
arranging the system of placement (mostly at
national level), contacts with employers

Cooperation with employers
•
•
•
•
•

Job and internship database: www.ttu.ee/career
Career seminars and workshops
Career fair “Key to the Future” www.vt.ee
University Open Doors
Scolarships from Estonian (or from Estonian
branch) companies: www.ttu.ee/arengufond
• Work shadowing
• Company visits

Main services
• Career counselling for students- mostly solution-centered
brief therapy

• Career seminars and workshops in cooperation
with employers.
• Online database of internship and job offers
• Surveys (first destination survey, employers
feedback)
• Self-help materials
– “Working in Estonia”

Employers feedback surveys
Emlpoyers are the most intrested in:
1. Spreading professional know-how
2. Training their emlpoyees at the university
3. Interns
Employees selection criterias:
• Qualification, work experiences, personality
traits, foreign language skills.

Marketing of careers service
• Services are free for all counterparts
• Visual identity establishment in
2007-2008, launched in August 2008
• Internal marketing – for students,
university staff
• External communication (not marketing) in
cooperation with other univesities careers
services

 The WU ZBP Career Center was founded in 1983.

CareerCon
15 – 16 April 2010, Vienna

 Career Center of EU’s largest educational
institution for business and economics and
business law.
 Professional job provider and counselling for a
student population of 26,800 and 1,600 graduates
annually.

SEITE 2

 Long-term customer relationships with over 500
well-known companies
 WU ZBP Career Center annually publishes approx.
1800 job vacancy postings that are targeted for
students and business graduates
 We host the Career Calling, Austria's largest
recruiting fair (150 companies, 5000 visitors)

SEITE 3

 Legal frame
Non profit association
 Board: rector, 4 professors, students associatoin
 Advisory board: member companies

 Staff
20 employees
 Financing
 Charged services to companies
 Company membership fee
SEITE 4

Services
 Vocational preparation
 CV analysis
 Workshops / Seminars (application documents, interview
techniques, assessment center)
 Coachings, psychometric testing, career counselling

Services
 We bring graduates into contact with companies
 Positions for graduates and junior executives
 Internships and part time jobs for students

 Information about job openings

SEITE 5

SEITE 6

Services
 We bring graduates into contact with
companies

 How do we advertise our services to our
students?
 www.zbp.at (1,34 million hits/month)

 Job postings on our website
 Job magazine
 Applicant pool / graduate database (1500 job interviews
annually)
 On campus company presentations/workshops
 TopJob International (interview day)
 Career Calling (150 companies, 5000 students)

SEITE 7

WU ZBP Career Center
Nordbergstrasse 15
1090 Wien
Austria

SEITE 9

 Career magazine (4x/year; 30,000 copies)
 Job magazine (2x/month; 25,000 copies)
 Fair catalogue (15,000 copies)
 Regular presentations (Aula, lectures, …)
 Brochures („How to apply“ 7,000 copies)
 Posters at WU

SEITE 8

Contact

www.zbp.at
office@zbp.at

 Newsletter

UNIVERSITA’ BOCCONI

ORGANIZATION

Career Service

MISSION

Career Service

STUDENTS/GRADUATES

Career Service

STUDENTS/GRADUATES

Career Service

PERSONAL ORIENTATION LAB

STUDENTS/GRADUATES

A group work followed by an individual interview held by the
University’ team of specialized counsellors, professionals from the
corporate world and consultants.

Career Service

Career Service

ON-LINE RESOURCES AND TOOLS

EMPLOYERS

coming soon…

Career Service

Career Service

EMPLOYERS

FACTS & FIGURES 2009

6900 internship and job offers
(1400 abroad in 40 different countries)
More than 3500 internships set up
(830 abroad)
1600 new companies registered to JobGate
900 employers abroad
2 editions of Bocconi&Jobs, with 153 employers
105 on-campus recruitment events
100 professional orientation seminars
5000 students participating in professional orientation seminars
14 In-Company Training sessions
467 Personal Orientation Lab participants
1000 individual career counselling sessions

Career Service

Career Service

CAREER SERVICE

CAREER SERVICE
infocareer@unibocconi.it
www.cs.unibocconi.eu

Thank you!

Introducing the University of the
West of England, Bristol
UWE Employability and
Life Skills
David Gee
Global Careers Consultant
www.uwe.ac.uk/careers

Employability and Life Skills
(ELS)

• Research excellence – ‘excellent’ performance
in the 2008 Research Assessment Exercise – 32
fully-funded new PhD scholarships
• Top 5 largest university in UK – 30,000 students
• Largest university in the south west
• Broadest selection of courses
• Over 2,000 motivated and talented international
students from more than 50 countries worldwide

The Ezone

• Ezone - Central location on a large
campus
• 4000+ one-to-one student contacts per
year.
• Cover all areas relating to employability:
volunteering, diversity, global, executive,
self-employment

Careers Consultants

Community Volunteer Program

• Guidance: duty interviews, eguidance,
workshops etc.
• Faculty consultancy role:

•
•
•
•

– Advising on employability elements of the curiculum,
including ‘Graduate; Development Programme’ (GDP)
– Delivery to key sets of students
– Training of staff
– Production of resource

Voluntary work experience with charities
Over 100 short and long term placements
Range of opportunities
Contribute to the community whilst
building your CV
• Training and recognition provided

Employability and Diversity
Project
• High quality work experience for students from
under-represented equality groups
• Award-winning scheme
• Includes personalised training package
• Over 60 work experience/mentoring
opportunities; Over 40 local employers
• Main focus is on law and business

Student feedback
• Claudine Richards, a CPE student attended a one
week unpaid placement at Commercial Law firm,
Burges Salmon.
‘Having been given the chance to visit a top law firm I
no longer feel that they are completely out of my league,
I feel that with a few extra tweaks to my CV in addition to
achieving the formal qualifications I have as good a
chance as any other candidate’.
•

Solutions4Recession

Global Careers

• Careers support for executives, professionals and
graduates who are unemployed or under notice of
redundancy
• Package includes interviews with careers consultants.
• Guidance sessions with an experienced business
adviser about starting/running own business.
• Business incubation space
• Funding for further study

• Global Careers Consultant as part of the Global
Support Team
• Careers Support for international students
• Online resources, inc. Country-focused resource
• UWE International Talent
• Thinking Globally: international week; online
resource

UWE International Talent

CareerCon 2010

• African business students helping a company to
develop its round-the-table cross-continent forum events
• Marketing agency taking on a French Marketing
student to develop the company’s export strategy
• Brazilian student researching government policy,
infrastructure, market etc. for a consortium looking to
invest in South America.

• Develop understanding of European
careers networks and build partnerships
• Explore best practises undertaken by
European careers services
• Gain an understanding of the opportunity,
skills and qualifications framework at
European level.

Questions?

www.uwe.ac.uk/careers
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Nicolaus Copernicus University
in Torun
Career Service
2010

Career Service in Torun
1993 - Career Service in Torun – the very first
such institution in Poland
Now there are Career Services at almost all HE institutions in our
country

• Based on the British idea and model
• Set up thanks to the agreement between Nicolaus
Copernicus University and Regional Labour office.
• The project was supported by: Know-How found
and local authorities
• The staff was trained at the University of Hull in
England (TEMPUS PHARE grants)

Career Service - Structure
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Career Service
• Main goal :
To prepare our students and graduates
for entering successfully Polish,
European and global job market.
• Target groups:
students and graduates
employers

Career guidance
and planning
• Individual career guidance for
students and graduates
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IT Tools
• Students and Graduates Database:
13 000 students and graduates -we send them
direct information about job/internship/
workshop offers (by e-mails)
• Companies and Institutions Database
(about 2000)
• Website –English version available/Version
for the disabled in preparation

International projects
• Lenardo da Vinci projects (eg. on developing
co-operation with local chambers of commerce)

• TEMPUS (eg. on creating a platform for opening
Career Services in Croatia)

• European Social Found Projects – eg.
‘Competence of Future’

Services for Employers
• Job offers
3 !&$!%#%
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Co-operation
• Students’ oraganizations (eg. ELSA, AIESEC)
• Local and national employers’ organizations
(eg. Chambers of Commerce)
• Local and national administration institutions
• NGOs
• Higher Education Institutions

Our special interests
• Career guidance
• Developing students’ and graduates’
entrepreneurial skills

Thank you
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Few facts about me:
KAUNAS UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY

„KTU Career Centre”

•
•
•
•

Povilas Valiauga
KTU CC since 2006
Student
Volunteer
Employee
Main jobs:
International relations;
Projects;
IAESTE

Vienna, 15 April, 2010

Kaunas University of Technology
 Established in 1922
 13 faculties
 17.000 students (2nd largest University)
 3000 employees
 800 PhDs
 http://en.ktu.lt

KTU Career Centre
• Established in 2004 by Student Union and
University
• Why?
- Help students
- Concerted Career fairs
- To observe the job market
- Seminars, trainings

Few facts:
• 4 full-time & 2 part-time employees
• Psychologist
• ~20 volunteers
• Have changes every academic year

KTU Career Centre

Main projects/events
• Career fair: “KTU Career Days”.
• Project “Best Graduates of Technology
Universities” (together with VGTU).
• Project for Lithuania’s pupils “Towards the
University and Career without Fear”.
• Seminar cycle for first year students on career
subjects.
• “Career leaders”.

Main services
•
•
•
•
•

Career counseling;
Staffing & recruitment;
Recommendation;
Database;
Promotion of companies among students.

Promotion of the services/projects
• Direct contact

Job search database / Web

• WWW
– www.karjera.ktu.lt
– www.careerdays.lt

• Database (newsletter, notice)
• Media
• Events (always inform about other services)

Career days
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mid March (Wednesday)
March 17, 2010
Preparation starts during summer
Contacting companies
~200 helpers from student unions
3500 – 4000 students

• www.careerdays.lt

Career Days
•
•
•
•
•
•

2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

75 companies
100 companies
85 companies
118 companies (record)
46 companies
50 companies

Career Days

• Three parts:
– Career fair
– Ingenium
– Afterparty

KTU Ingenium

Povilas.valiauga@ktu.lt
Karjera@ktu.lt

www.karjera.ktu.lt

Afterparty
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Career Centre Activities
Escuela Politécnica de SS
University of Basque Country

THE UNIVERSITY OF THE
BASQUE COUNTRY
• One of the sixty spanish universities: forty
five public, fifteen private
• One of the larger and more complex
spanish universities:

Carlos Ochoa Laburu

• 45.000 studentes; 6.000 staff,
• 3 campuses; 30 Schools ; more 100
degrees; all knowledge fields

Careercon. Vienna 14-17 April 2010

The issues are:
• Career centre activities
• Career centres organization
• Career centres problems

Career Centre activities: Recruitment of new
graduates
•
•
•
•

University orientation days/fairs
Open door days
Documentation and publicity
Secondary education institutions visits

Career Centre activities:
•
•
•
•
•

Recruitement of new graduates
Fresh students reception/integration
In company trainning-education
Job market transition
Job offers management

Career Centre activities: Fresh students
reception/integration
• One week previous to the beginning of lectures
• Three days activities:
– Introduction to the School: administrative and
social issues
– Academic issues:

Career Centre activities: In company
education-trainning
Short practical periods: 8-12 weeks
End of studies (diploma) project: 25 – 40 weeks

Job market transition
• CV writing and presentation
• Employers fairs

Both volunteer, not compulsory
Look for entreprises and positions
Write contracts, certifications.
Resolve problems

Job offers management
• Offers reception
• Companies registration
• Offers publicity

Career centres organization
• Centralized vs decentralized
• People
• Systems

Career centres organization

Career centres organization

• Centralized vs decentralized

• Centralized vs decentralized

– Centralized in University
• Students recruitment: fairs and general publicity
• Information systems: design and management

– Decentralized in Schools
•
•
•
•
•

Students recruitment: visits, open door activities
Fresh students reception
In Company education
Job market transition
Job offers management

Career centres organization
• People:
– A centralize service in University for Students
Recruitment
– One vicedean in each School
– Administrative staff: shared with School
Administration

Career centres problems:
•
•
•
•

Amateurism
Lack of networking
Little budget
(Maybe) competition inter-schools of the
same university. Lack of sinergy. Lack of
university policy

Career centres organization
•TIC management: outsourced
•PRAKTIGES (www.praktiges-online.ehu.es)
•LANBILA (www.lanbila-online.ehu.es)

